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Tiriya, Ms. Sushila Trivedi, Shri 

Dinesh Vasan, Shri G.K. 

Verma, Shri Vikram 

Vijayaraghavan, Shri A. Vora, 

Shri Motilal Vyas, Shri 

Shreegopa! Yadav, Shri Nand 

Kishore Yadav, Shri Sharad 

Yadav, Shri Subhash Prasad 

Yechury, Shri Sitaram Zeliang, 

Shri T.R. 

Noes Nil 

The motion was carried by a majority of the total membership of the 

House and by a majority of not less than two-thirds of the 

Members present and voting. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pondichery): Sir, the hon. Leader of the 

Opposition is not present. The Constitutional Amendment is on the tribal issue. It 

is a matter of concern for everybody. The hon. Leader of the Opposition 

should have been present in the House. ...(Interruptions)... I would only like to 

bring this to the notice of the august House. Thank you. . (Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: The hon. Home Minister should have been present 

in the House It is his Bill. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION Steep rise in the prices of essential 

commodities in the country 

 
�� �����	 : !� $" 	�&, � E��X�� ...(�����)...  	� ह� � �, ह� � �, �� ह'� 

...(�����).... Short duration Discussion  ��  =%@& ��@ह� ...(�����)... 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA (Jharkhand): Sir ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY (Gujarat): The Home Minister is the Member of this 

House ...(Interruptions)... 
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�� �����	 : #	 !� ��"�  �����, ह�� ���"+�� � 	�& �� ...(�����)...  

"��� H���� ��, !� &� ह��=� ���� � ��&- ह�� ...(�����)... �' &� )� ��&� ह� "हG 
...(�����)... 

[MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, let us take up the Short Duration Discussion. 

Mr. Yashwant Sinha. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY (Pondicherry): Sir, I am on a point of order 

...(Interruptions)... Kindly look at the Order Paper. Our side has given the notice for Short 

Duration Discussion. You kindly see that. So, we have to initiate the discussion. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: He has been called by the Chairman. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: That means, we can go against the rules. The House can 

go against the rules. 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Chairman has called him. 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Sir, I have no objection. If the hon. Member, whose 

name appeared first in the Order Paper, wishes to speak first, let him speak. I have 

absolutely no problem. Despite the fact that I have been asked to initiate the discussion 

by the Hon. Chairman, if Mr. Narayanasamy wanted to start, I have no objection. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: I have no problem if Shri Yashwant Sinha wanted to speak 

first. But, at least, he should have consulted us first. 
 
���	� �"'�� 9���0 (�W  .��=) : "हG, "हG, #�E� ह'� !� ह� 	����� ...(�����)... !� 

ह� ���� � घ����, #�E� ������ ...(�����)... 
 

�� <������	 : !� 	����� ...(�����).... 
 

�� ��� ���� 1��  (�	ह��) :  ह #�E� 	�& ह'� ...(�����)... ��ह��� �� !� �ह�-�ह� 
	�����  ह #�E� 	�& ह'� ...(�����)... 
 

���	� �"'�� 9���0 : ��ह��� �� !� ���� � ^���- ...(�����)... 
 

�� ��� ���� 1��  : !� !��� �  ��� !� 	����, �ह���� �  	��� �- 	����, #�E� 	�& 
ह'� ...(�����)... 
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���	� �V'�� 9���0 : !� ���� � �ह���� �  	��� �- �घ�� �- �T� �-, 	ह?& 	�K � 

����� ...(�����)... =?P ����� ...(�����)... 
 

�� ��� ���� 1��  : &�" ��^-��^ 	������, ��^-��^� ...(�����)...  !� E? ��$��� 
"हG� ...(�����)... 
 

�� <������	 : !� 	����, "��� H���� ��, ....(�����)... !� 	����, !�� !%�� 
�- �	 � !%�� �U_���& ह'� ...(�����)... 
 

�� ���A	 ��Aह� : ह�"� ह� � �"� slot �� ������ �"�  ���O �  ��� ह� �"� 	��"� 
"हG �� �ह� ह'�...(�����)... 

�� <������	 : !� 	���� ....(�����)... 	����� 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, I should be allowed to speak. 

...(Interruptions)... Sir, it is a very important subject irrespective of party 

considerations. The price situation that is prevailing in the country 

...(Interruptions)... Sir, they are not allowing me to speak. ...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No; no. ...(Interruptions)... You are not starting; 

you start making your speech. ...(Interruptions)... You have been called. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: They don't allow me to speak. Let them be 

quiet. Only then, I will speak. ...(Interruptions)... Sir, let me raise the issue 

because the price situation is a matter of concern for everybody whether in the 

urban areas or in the rural areas. We should not see the price situation from the 

political point of view. We should see it from the point of view of the common 

man. Sir, if the Opposition party citizens the Ruling party, and the Ruling party 

tries to score a point by saying that they have controlled the price situation, both 

will be talking against each other without going into the nitty-gritty and the kind of 

situation prevailing in the country. 

Sir, when the UPA Government took over, because of the price situation 

prevailing in the country, whether it was the essential commodities or other items 

like oil, wheat, rice, edible oils, the prices could not be 
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controlled at that time. The Government took all possible steps, to help the 

common people, especially, the people living in the villages, to get, through the 

Public Distribution System, the ration items at controlled prices. Apart from that, 

as far as the essential commodities are concerned, the Government gave a 

subsidy. We are aware of the fact that on rice, the subsidy has been provided 

by the Government. On kerosene also, the subsidy has been provided by the 

Government to offset the price-increase in the oil sector. As far as the edible oil 

prices are concerned, I would like to tell the hon. Minister that because of the 

situation prevailing today, the Government should concentrate more on this. We are 

importing edible oil from abroad, especially, Palm oil, which is coming from Malaysia. 

We are getting finished products from there and a lot of foreign exchange is being 

spent on them. I want the hon. Minister to consider, as far as edible oil is 

concerned, whether its production can be increased here by bringing raw 

materials from abroad because the local production of edible oil is not sufficient to 

meet the needs of the people. Therefore, the raw materials have to be 

brought. Then, we should have oil refineries for the purpose of reducing edible 

oil prices in this country. It is a universal factor that the crude prices have 

increased so much. That is the main reason for the increase in prices. It has a 

cascading effect on the prices of the essential commodities also. When the 

crude price increases, the transport cost also increases. Therefore, it adds to 

the cost of essential commodities. Therefore, in spite of the fact that the 

Government is giving subsidy, we are not in a position to lower the prices. Sir, 

the cost of one barrel of oil, which was earlier costing $ 18-20, has now gone up 

to more than $ 70. It is not an effect that is felt in India alone. It is a universal 

phenomenon. It is a global phenomenon over which the Indian Government 

cannot have any control. Sir, since the transport cost has increased, since the 

freight charges have increased, and the kind of cost addition that has been 

made in transporting materials there has been a little increase in the prices of 

some of the essential items. The Government has taken steps for the purpose 

of assisting the farmers by way of giving them subsidy. There is market 

subsidy, that has been given to them. Furthermore, when there is a shortage 

of wheat in this country, when they found that stocks are being depleted, they 

are now importing wheat from abroad. There was a lot of hue and cry in this 

House by some of the senior hon. Members that the Government is 
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importing wheat at a high cost, to which the hon. Agriculture Minister clearly 

replied in this House explaining how they are importing at a lesser cost. 

Today, in the market, it is Rs. 1050 per quintal. It is known in the market to 

everybody. 

Sir, I want the hon. Minister to take three, four important'steps. One is 

about hoarding—hoarding of the items of mass consumption by some private 

people who are in the business. There, I want the Government to be very vigilant 

and very cautious. They should take all-out efforts to see that the artificial crisis 

that is being created by the business community by hoarding those essential 

items, and, thereafter, selling them in the market when the prices rise, is avoided. 

I want the hon. Minister to consider this aspect. 

Secondly, Sir, farmers need support. As far as farmers are concerned, they 

should be given the required support, because, farmers are not getting enough 

money from their produce to spend it for agricultural inputs. This has been 

mentioned by various hon. Members in this House. Therefore, farmers should 

be given subsidy. As compared to the Western countries, in our country we find 

that a lot of subsidies that were given by the Government have now been 

withdrawan. The Government should consider to reassess the situation and try 

to help the farmers by giving subsidy, because fertilizer subsidy has been 

withdrawn, seed subsidy has been withdrawn. Therefore, the Minimum 

Support Price that has been given by the Government for the farmers is not 

sufficient. I want the hon. Minister to consider that. 

My third point is about strengthening the Public Distribution System. In the 

Public Distribution system, there is a lot of pilferage. Whatever quantities have 

been demarided by the State Government are being sent by the Central 

Government, in some of the States, we found that it is not being properly 

distributed among the people, though it is in the hands of the State Government, 

and the blame comes on the Central Government. Now we find that in some of the 

States, suddenly, some popular schemes have been announced by the State 

Governments. In Tamil Nadu, it has been announced that, "we will give rice at 

the rate of Rs. 2 per kg.." The State Government needs...(Interruptions)... 

DR. K. MALAISAMY (Tamil Nadu): Let us wait and see... 

(Interruptions)... 
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SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: But, the people have accepted it. 

SHRI C. PERUMAL (Tamil Nadu): Sir...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Mr. Narayanasamy, please 

continue...(Interruptions)... Don't react...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: I am not responding to him, Sir.. 

.(Interruptions)... 

SHRIMATI S.G. INDIRA (Tamil Nadu): What about Pondicherry? Are you 

going to distribute tor...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Shrimati Indiraji, Mr. Narayanan is speaking 

from your party. He can respond, not you...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, I would like to tell the hon. Members that in 

our State, Pondicherry, for the people living below poverty line, 10 kg of free 

rice is being provided every month ...(Interruptions)... That was in our manifesto, 

and we are implementing it. In our State, we are implementing 

it...(Interruptions)... 

SHRIMATI S.G. INDIRA: There are so many people who are below poverty 

line in India...(Interruptions)... You are in the Government; you just recommend 

to the Government to distribute throughout India.. .(Interruptions)... 

AN HON. MEMBER: We will also support...(Interruptions)... 

SHRIMATI S.G. INDIRA: You are the Ruling Party; so, you should make a 

recommendation to distribute all over India in a free manner.. .(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: You tell your colleagues in the 

NDA...(Interruptions)... Why are you asking me? Why are you telling me? 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Hon. Members, now, it is five o'clock. The 

Half-an-hour discussion will be taken up after the conclusion of this 

debate...(Interruptions)... Please. The Half-an-hour has been listed, it will be taken 

up after the discussion is over only. 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: When the Tamil Nadu Government 

announced the scheme for the people who are living below the poverty line, 

hon. Members have raised the question. The first announcement 
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made by the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu was that they would implement the 

scheme. They also worked out the cost factor in that and it is going to be for full 

five years. You don't worry about it...(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: You address the Chair so that they will not.. 

.(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Kindly advise them not to interrupt me. 

..(Interruptions)... 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN. You don't react. You address the Chair.. 

.(Interruptions)... 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, the States have to be supported by the 

Central Government. Sir, the Employment Guarantee Scheme, which has been 

brought by the Central Government, is a very noble scheme. It is helping the poor 

people, people who are living below the poverty line. Through that Scheme, the 

support is being provided to them. These are the various measures that the 

Government is taking. I would also like to submit before this August house that 

hoarding and black-marketing and the people who are trying to create artificial 

crisis have to be deait with. The farmers have to be supported by the 

Government by giving them more subsidy so that their cost of production can be 

reduced. Thirdly, the States have to be supported by the Central Government for 

the purpose of helping the people who are below the poverty line so that they will 

not feel the burden of paying more prices for the produce. Apart from that, the 

Government of India has to strengthen the Public Distribution System by bringing 

in more items under the Public Distribution System. These are the four 

suggestions that I would like to submit for the consideration of the hon. Minister. 

Sir, there should be a regular monitoring by the Government of India through 

their own machinery to control the prices because, as I observed myself, 

sometimes proper monitoring is the only solution for controlling the prices of 

essential commodities. The artificial crisis has to be reduced and the Government 

of India should see that the prices are maintained properly. Sir, we find that 

there is a lot of development taking place in this country. Whether it is 

construction industry, whether it is financial sector, a lot of development is taking 

place in this country. To avoid this artificial crisis, the Government of India should be 

vigilant to see that the prices are monitored, controlled and should be within the 

reach of the common man. For that, I want the hon. Minister to 
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have a monitoring mechanism. With these words,! conclude my speech. Thank 

you. 
�� ��A	 ��Aह� : 2@ %�� ���)���& �ह�� , !� $� ���� � �4��� %A5���� ह'� D� 

�?	ह �� �' ��� �ह� :� � �" =e�, �- �' $� ���� � �?	��	�� �4� �� ��� �4�� �"� �  
#%�� ��� ....(�����)... ���" �'"� �	 �4�� ��= �- "�� घ?��� &� �'"� ���� � ��"�� �- �4" 	ह 
�ह� ह'� �'"� ���� � ��= �  �4��� =ह�, �- � !��� �T�� �
�� ��  #"�%/  %ह�� �� �4" 	ह 
�ह� ह
� �� ह���� +�Y ��] � ह' �ह�� ��T� ���, "� #�"� $�%�+��-� � � ह' %ह�� �� )� �4" 	ह 
�ह� ह', e�X 	Y: ह� �ह� ह'� ���� &�^ ��� ह� ��� "�� ! �ह� ह'� ...(�����)... 
 

 ���)���& �ह�� , ���  	�� #�� ? E 	�� &� ��� �ह���� ��� ���  ह U+:�& !� $� 
���� � �4��� %A5���� �  ��" ह' D� $� �� ���ह� ह', +%�)�% ह' � ह� I�&� 1 [  �-�� 
D� ह� I�&� 1 [ �"� �  ��� �T� ह?� ह'� ���)���& �ह�� , �?o�+^��& �  	��� �-, 	K� 
��&� �  	��� �- ....� �	 ��� $� 	�& �ह�& ह�&� ह' � ���	, �  ��� $� �� 	�<�, $��� 
घ�� � �� �4��� �
3� "हG ह� �&� ह'� #�� घ�� � =e� #"��Z� ��-�� ह', &� $�� �"�� 
�� � �� �� ���"this is the worst form of taxation on the poor; the inflation. D� ��&� 
ह
 � �
�� ��N�� ���O � D� �?o�+^��& � � 	T� umbilical ����="�=� ह', 3 ,� �	-�	 
 � ���� �- !&� ह', &� ��&- 	K&� ह', �	 )� �4��� ���� !&� ह', &� ��&, � I�&� "हG 
ह�&� ह'� ���" �	-�	 ��N�� ���O, ��N�� ���O �  "�&MF% �-  ह �ह��  ���� 	"� ह', &	-&	 
��&- )��� ह' D� #�� ��� � $��  	��� �- हG �� )� ����ह ह',&� ���� ���  ह ���� 
$�"��� �%] ह', $�� ���� � �� ��Z� ��-� �- �� � � � :�� $� 	ह?& ��� �&� ह', ह� 
	ह?& &���^ �  �?� 	��2&� ह', �" ��", �, 1991-1996 �	 �� "�I�ह��% �� � ���� :� D� 
!� �  .2�" ��J� �� ��  �  �%< ��J� :�, �� ��  � all commodities annual 

average rate of inflation was 10.6 per  cent; a whopping 10.6 per cent average 
annual rate of inflation. In 1996-9/ to 2000-01, it came down to 5.1 per cent, and, 
2001-02 to 2004-05, it was 4.7 per cent. ह� �	 ���� �- :�  there was a 

consistent declining trend in inflation.    D� �?��  �� �T&� ह', ���)���& �ह�� , =� � 
!�� )�  �� ह��� � ��h��� � ���:� � ��&, �  ��� &� ���� �- ��� ह?�, ���" 	K&� 
ह?� ��&, �  ��� =� � ���� ���� �  )�&� )� ��� "हG ह?�, 3 ,� $�"� ���, � ���=�" 
"हG � �, �"� 	
��"� "हG ह?� D� $���� ��Z� ��-� �- ��� "हG ह?�� $� ���� �  !"� �  
��:, �
�� � 22 ��, 2004 & ��&- �" �JH �- �ह� D� $��  	�� ��&- )��"� =?P ह?�� #	 
 ह ���� #�"� � 	2�� ��&� ह' ���, ��E�� ��� $&"� :� D� $� ��� ह� घ��� 
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$&"� �� � ह', #�"� ह� ���� X � �� ह�� ��$�� ह', ��� _�� � �&� ह' $� ��� ��� !� 
!��� ����  ह ���� �?ह�� ��&� ह', �'"� �
�� ह� � !� !��� �  ��� $��� #�2 
���=�"� %��� D� �� ��� "हG ह', 	K&� ��&, �  #��%�� #	 $� 	T� �4����� .)�% ह�&� ह'� 
�� )�, &�" )� £�" ��&� ह', &� %ह ��""� ह' � 	K&� ह?� ��&, �  ��$I�� $@^��=" �  
	ह?& �4����� .)�% !� !��� �  ��� D� ���� #:51 %+:� �  ��� ह�&� ह'� �' �	 )� $� 
��" �- 	��� ह4�, �'"� $� I�&� � .� � �, ���)���& �ह�� , #�� �?o�+^��& �, 	K&� 
��&, � �" �JH �- "हG ��� � �, &� ��&"� ��E�� %A� �- #�E� �� ह?! ह' $� #:51 %+:� 
��, %ह &ह�-"ह� ह� �� ���, "l� ह� �� ���� 
 
�4��� 	�&  ह ह', �' ��"&� ह4� � �	 ����� �B � &�^  �� ��� 	��"� �  ��� �T� ह,��, &� %� 
ह-�� �  � ��& $&"� �� ह',  � ��& $&"� �� ह', �' !��  ��W � �� $� ��" � W �" !�? l� 
�"� ��ह4���, ? E ��" �ह�� � �	� $"��� ��$_� �- E�� :�� ���)���&  �ह�� , �'"� 
$� ���� � &�^ �� $�� � h��X3=" "हG ���� ह'� ���- ��"� ह� ह' � �� $@���=" �  
�^��5 ! �ह� ह', %ह �+�
3� ह' D� �' ��"&� ह4� �  ह #�"� !� �- � 	ह?& ह� ��)�� !��� 
���� �  ��� ह',$ ��� 	K� �� g ��� I�&� � !��� "हG ह� �&� ह' � #	 ह� $" 
�^��5 �  ��� )� )���� "हG � �&� ह', &� ह� �^� �� �� )���� �-��? D� $��- $@ह�"� 
� m�� %+&?k� � "�� �� � ह', ��"�  	��� �- $@ह�"� ह� ह' � %ह�� �� �� �^��5 ह' they have 

not been updated, for not weeks, not tor months but for many months and even 
for over a year. #�� m�� 	�& ह' $@ह�"� ह� ह' � It is specifically mentioned that the 

prices of copper bars. rods, copper wire and enamelled copper wire have not 
been updated since September, 2005, January, 2005 and December, 2005 
respectively.  �"� $&"� ��", �� $��  	��� �- ��� "� �� I�&� "हG �� 	�� �^��5 
 �� 
��%�$� ह� �ह� ह',  ह ��"��� "ह� ह'� ���" �' �"%��" �"� ��ह&� ह4� � $� ��� �  
$"���=" �- D� ��E�� ��� �  $@���=" �- 3 � #�&� ह'� ��E�� ��� � �� $"���=" :�, 
���� ह� fuel light and lubricants ह&� ह', � N?� ह�&� ह', $"���=" ���� �"� �  ���, 
���- 	��<�� ह?� :� �
"? 
̂ 3%X5 �- 	K�<�� ह?� :�, ���" .�$��� .�X3�� 	�  ��X ���5 �" �JH 
�- :�� ह� ���, � )� !/� 5 ह�&� :� � ��� i^ $"���=" 	K&� �� �ह� ह', ���" ���=�"� 
"�� "हG  ! �ह� ह'� ���=�"� $���� "�� "हG ! �ह� :�, 3 ,� .�$��� .�X3�� D� ��� 
��  4̂ X !$�_� �- �&"� 	K�<�� ��E�� ��� "हG ह?� :�, � �&"�  � $� ��� ह� �ह� ह'� �' 
!��� �"%��" �"� ��ह4��� �  ह �� !Z: �%] ह', ���-  � ���� �^��5 ��� ह?� ह' � �� 
.�� 4̂ X !�O*� �- 	K�<�� ह� �ह� ह'� ��-�= � ���X��� �� ह' 
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���� � 	�+� � ���� &
 �� �&� ह', ���- 	K�<�� ह� �ह� ह'� $��  ��&� !� !� 
!��� ���=�"� �- ह'� I� � ��& 	K ��� &� =� � ���=�"� "हG ह���, ��� D� ��� �, 
$�XU+h � .�X3� � ��& 	K ��� &� =� � ���=�"� "हG ह���, ���" #�� ��ह4� � ��& 
	K&� ह', ��%� � ��& 	K&� ह', &�� � ��& 	K&� ह', ��"� � ��& 	K&� ह' &� !� 
!��� � ���=�"� ह���� ���-� � ��& 	K&� ह', &� !� !��� � ���=�"� ह���, $� ��� � 
��� 	�&  ह ह' � $@हG �	 ���, � ��&- 	K&� �� �ह� ह'� #	 & &� ह�&� ह', $"���=", 
�4��� ह�&� ह', $"���="�� �3���3��="� $"���=" ? E )� ह�, #�� #:51 %+:� �- � 
%�&�%�H 	"&� ह' � ��&- 	K��, &� �^� ��&� 	K&� ह'� �' $"���="�� �3���3��=" � 	�& 
!��  ���"� ��"� ��ह&� ह4�� � &� ��"�4" � ह� 3 � ह���, ह� $� ��  "हG ��"&�� ��� 
�X���5�-� "� �� .��X3=�� �� ह', ���� I�&� ह�&� ह' � =� � ��"�4" �&"� �%" D� #�E� 
"हG ह�, ��&"� ��E�� ��� :�� )�%�" " ��, #�� ��"�4" �- हG �� �� �ह � �, �
�� ��� 
�X���5�-� "� ह� ह', &� ��&, �  ��� �" �JH ��"� D� �?U/� ह� ������ $� .�� � 
$"���="�� �3���3��=" $��� 	K���� �4���  ह ह' � ���� "� #)� &, D�  ह 	�& !Z: 
�%] +%��� �&� ह' � ���� "� !Z��^�= � ��� �� ��h��� � ���:� � ��&, � "��- 
��� ह?! ह'� #	 #�	�� �- �	�- E� �ह� ह', ������" ���� 	"�, ������" ���� "� � 
��^��= �, �Z� ��-� ��=" �- ह', ���� �ह�� ��g , �- �?"�% :� $���� ���� "� ? E "हG 
� �� ���" #	  ह �	�- ! �ह� ह' � � �^�, #�� � ��Z� ��-� � �J ���d& ह� ��&� 
ह' &�  ह ���� ��h��� � ���:�  � ��&- 	K��� &� ��� � cascading effect ह���, in 

the economy as a whole. D� �	 %ह ह��� &� �� !� �&� "हG, �-� i^ _^�5 ह'  � 
"हG, ���" �-� i^ _^�5 #�� ह', &� %ह �4�� &�ह �� �4� ह� ����� D� $"���=" �  ���, 
	K&� ��&, �  ��� $�� ��2� #�� �T���� #	 $� �%A  �� �' 3 � ह4�� ���� �� �' $&"� 
ह� ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � ���� �  ह ह "हG 	"&� ह' � %ह �Ue� ��3�� ��h��� � _�"�� 
� #�X� ��%��� � $&"� 	K� �� � %ह 75 ह��� ��T P�� ह� ���� $� ��� �� �"� 
#�X� ��%�� ह', %ह 75 ह��� ��T P�� ह�"� � �_��� ह'� �' ���� �� ��^���= "हG � �ह� 
ह4� � !� � g 4��5 �  ��� )�� X��,, ���" �'  ह ह4��� � ���� � �� ��%� ह' � ह�"� 
�^+� X��^��� � 4.1 ���-� �� ��� ह?! ह', %ह �	*? � ह� ����� ��%� ह'� $���� 
����� ह' � �� ���� � घ��� ह', %ह ���� �Ue� ��3�� i � � �"�� �  ��� X�� 
�ह� ह'� %ह �?� #�"� 	�� �- "हG �� �ह�  ह'� #�� ���� � �"� ह
 &� %ह �
3��� � ��� 
ह� ���, "� )� � ��«�=" � ��L��& 	"� � :� � #�� ��h��� � ���:� � ��&- #�&��lh�  
	���� �- � ���� �� ��� ��� ������ &� ह� #�"� �
3��� � � ��«�� �-���  � #�"� �
3��� 
� � ��«�� �-  �  
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���"���� � 	�& &�  ह ह��� $� )�� � �
h��� � � �"�� �  ��� X��"� � 	�� , %� $� 
)�� � 	�� �  ��� �- D� �Ue�X�� �  P� �-, ��h��� � � �"�� � �-� ���" ? E "हG 
�-�� &� ��� "&���  ह ह��� � $�� � ? .)�% �4�� #:51 %+:� �� �T����  ह #	 g ��� 
��� & ��"� %��� "हG ह'� ��ह� ��h�� � ��& ह�, X��� � ��& ह�  � 
 ����" � ��& 
ह�, #�� ���� $"� ��& 	K���� &� �4�� #:51 %+:� �  ��� $�� #�� �T��� D� �
�� 
�' ह �ह� :� � ��&- )������ ���-� .�$��� �  	��� �-  ह �� U+:�& ह', �� ह���� %��Hg  ��J� 
ह', �	 �"� �%��= �� 	�� �-  ह�� घ� !"� � ��  ����, 3 ,� %� g ���&� �2� ह� �ह&� ह', 
 ह�� )�-)� !&� ह', &� �@ह�"� �� ���� X �-  ह�� �� ���-� � �"�� �
@ ? 
̂ 3��5� �  ह�� �� 
	?�� � D� �"� ��& �ह�� & �� � ���-@� � ��&, � � ��� ���)���& �ह�� , 
��E�- 	��ह-#���ह ���ह", �- ���-� � ��&, �- ���� �� ��� .�&=& � %MUL ह?� ह', ���� �� 
��� .�&=& ���-� � ��&- )��� ह' D� %��Hg  ��J� "� �"� 	?��� ह� � ��&- � 
��� ��� "� ��& � "हG �, � ह���-��� 	" � � D� �ह�� :�, %हG �� �  &�" ��&� 
� %� ह ��"� )� �� � ��&- � ��, �� �-�� P� � !�� ��� ����, ���" �^� %��� 
%हG �ह? �� �����, �ह�� ��&- :�� ���)���& �ह�� , $�� &�ह !� ह� � �	� E�� ह' � 
3 � U+:�& ह' �� ��&- ह', �"�  	��� �-� !��  ह ��"� !/� 5 ह��� � � .�� � 
��&- 	�$�&ह� 	K� ह'�  ह !� �  ^�"-�= � �3�.
� �-  ह �	� E�� ह', ��$��  .�$� #)� 14 
P�� ह'� 	��ह �ह�"� �  )�&� ��&, �- �&"� .�&=& %MUL ह?� ह', 17 .�&=&� $��  �?&��	 
1ह�� �� P�� ��� ह'� � ��� �- �&"� %MUL ह?�, 	�� .�&=&1 !�� 11 P�� ��� ह', � 
��� �- �&"� %MUL ह?� 22 .�&=& �N��� &�� P�� ��, ह',�&"� %MUL ह?�, 30 ���-�, 30 per 

cent in 12 months. rwM+ ��� 34 rupees a kilo, �&"� %MUL ह?�, 13 ���-� � sugar 22 

rupees a kilo, �&"� %MUL ह?�, 16 ���-��  � ��E�� � ��� �  !�X� ह'� �	 ह� घ� �- #�"� 
�F"� �� �4E �ह� :�  � )�, � @o�  )�X�� �-, �ह�� �� ��=" � ����" !&� ह', ��� 3 � )�% ह'� 
�@ह�"� �� ��&� 	&��, %� $��� )� g ��� ह
� %ह�� �� ��"� 23 P�� ��� ��� �ह� ह', 22 P�� 
��� "हG, 	U* � P� � g ��� ह'� ��""�  �?A�� �� 	&� �ह� ह' �T� ��� 60 P�� ��, ह', 
��  150 P�� ��� ह', ���, � &�� 72 P�� ��� ह' D� #�ह� � ��� 36 P�� ��� ह'� 
�
��  � �' ह �ह� :� � 	ह?& ���� !$�_� ह', ��"� ���� ��� &� ह� �-�-�� � �� 
essential commodities ह', �"� ��&� �- ���&�� �&"� %MUL ह�&� �� �ह� ह'� �ह�� , 
#��  ह ������� ��&� �ह� &� !"� %��� ��", �- � ��)�� ��� $� ��= �- !� !��� �  
��� �F�@" ह���� �ह�� , !� �	 ��"&� ह' � ��&� � �B ह' D� management of food 

economy %ह $�� �4��� �B ह'� public distribution system D� fair price 
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Shop  ह $�� � #�� �B ह'� ह� ���� � 	��	�  ह� $���� �ह� ह',  ह� ��== �ह� ह' 
� #�� ��&- )� 	K�, &� ह� PDS �  ��W � �� $"�- �� ��"� � ��== �-��� #	 !� 
PDS � 	�& �����, �' PDS �  !�T� !��  ���"� ��"� ��ह&� ह4��  ह �� Economic 

survey ह', $��- �� 	�& ���� ह?� ह', Economic survey � �� philosophy ह', m�� "हG ह' 
� chief Economic survey � �%< ��J� +% � ��" �  ���"� ��&� ह' D� �' #"?)% �� 	&� 
�&� ह4�, ��%�& I�ह �� �P� $�� �?Ul� �-��, � $�� ��Z� ��-� �- ��"� �� �ह��, $�� 
ह� �
d�� � D� ह� ��$" �, �%< ��J� �� +%�  ���&� ह'� $���� $��- �� 	�&- ���� ह?� ह', 
���� ����  � �%< ��J� #�"� � #�� "हG � �&� ह'� $��- �� ���� 1 %+:� 	"�� ह?� ह' 
�%< management of food economy and public distribution  system, $��- $� ���� � �� 
philosophy  ह', �� �=5" ह', %ह  ह ह' � Minimum support price � @ 4"& ���, 
procurement " ह�, procurement ह�&� ह', &� ���� �  ��� carrying costs � burden 
!&� ह', 3 ,� ह�"� �����, �- #"�� ��� ह?! ह' D� ��� ? E carrying cost ह'� $���� �' 
$� ���� �  ���  ह ���5 ��&� ह4� � $@ह�"� #�"� �Ue�X� � � �"� �  ���, ��"-
	4�� �� #"�� �  )�X��H � � � �� �, �� ह� ��� E�T� �� :�� 4̂ X ��3 ����� �  
��� $�� 	ह?& 	?�� .)�% �T�  ह' D� $��  !�T�  $�� Economic survey �- ��� ह?� ह'� 
 
 ���)���& �� !� ����� � 1999 �� ��� 2006 & �  !�T� ��� ह?� ह'� $� 
Economic survey �-  � ��� ह���� )F�5"� � �ह� ह' � �4", 2002 �- �	 ह� ���� �- :�, &� 
64 ���� " �" #"�� ���� �  �����, �- :�� %� ह �ह� :� �  ह 	�%4 ^� :� �&"� bed 

food management :� � 64 ���� " �" #"�� ह���� �����, �- ��� ह� � �� #)� �	 M �A 
��J� �ह��   ह�� �� )�AH �� �ह� :�, &� %� 	&� �ह� :� � 
 �� 1st

 April � �� buffer stock ह�"� 
���ह� :�, �� biffer stock �� wheat � stock �&"� � ह'�  ह 
 �� � ह� � �, ह�� ��� 
� �? �' !��� �"%��" �"� ��ह&� ह4� � BPL 
 ����� ���&�� 	K&� ��� �� ह' D� �
 !��� 
ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � !��  =��" �� �-, April- November, 2004-05 �- BPL 
 ���� � 
114 ��� �" #"�� �� � � �, $� ��� ��� ���� X #�F ��  � घ�� ह', $�� .�� welfare 

schemes � घ�� ह' D� �3����5 &� �F� ह� ह� � � ह'� ह���� ��  �- �3����5 )� ह�&� :�, 
ह� #�F ��  � )� ��&� :�, ह� BPL � )� ��&� :� D� ह� APL � )� ��&� :�, D� ह���� ��  �- 
Welfare schemes �� )� ���&�� %MUL ह�&� ��� ��� #�& ��  � �&�	 ह�  ह� :� � 2 
P�� ��� wheat D� 
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3 P�� ��� rice BPL �- %ह 
 ����� �� �� �� , �"� ���e2 �� � ��&� :��  ह PDS 
�  ��W � �� �+&� ��& �� �� foodgrains  ���e2 ��"� � 1 %+:� 	"� :�, %ह !� हG 
" हG  �4�� &�ह �� ����� �� ह' D� �� welfare �  ��� 1 %+:� 	"� :�, %ह )� ������ ह?� ह
� 
�	 )� food for work programme �� ��� ह���, ��� $@ह�"� #	 ������ ������  ��"� 
� "�� �� �� � ह', �� �� �	 $� ��" �- ��� ह���, &� ह� ���-�� � $@ह�"� �� �� �  ��� 
�&"� �*�� �� � ह', �&"� foodgrains �� � ह', ���" �'  ह ह �ह� ह4� � $� ���� � 
 ह �=5" ह',  ह philosophy ह' � carrying costs � � �"� �  ���, �Ue�X� � � 
�"� �  ���, MSP  � �& 	K�k�� ������� ���"�� ����5 .�$� � 3 � �&�	 ह�&� ह'? 
���"�� ����5 .�$� � �&�	 ह�&� ह' � !� � &�^ ^��5�5 � ���"� � �?�B� � )�%"� 
��&� ह' � #�� $��� � �� 	���� �- �	 �ह� ह', &� ह� $� ���"�� ����5 .�$� �� &?��� 
����"� �  ��� &
 �� ह'� �4��� 3 � ह�&� ह'? �4���  ह ह�&� ह' � ह�- �Ue� �XU+he 4=" 
��+�� �- 4̂ XN-� � ��&"� �P�& ह�&� ह', ��� ह� ���e2 � ��&� ह', ���� ��&� ह'� �� 5̂  � 
�&�	 "हG ह' � ह�- ��X��� �  ��� ����"� ह', ��� �� 5̂   ह �&�	 "हG ह'� ��� �&�	 
 ह� ह' � ���", � ��ह& ����� ���� "� !� ��", � �&�� �- X�� �� � ह'� ���)���& 
�ह�� , ��", � �&�� �- X��"� �  	�� 3 � ����U+:�& 	"� ह'? !� $"�  ��� $� ��� �-
��-� 60 ��� �� 70 ��� �" 1ह�� � � .�3 ���-� ह���, #)� & �� �^��5 ह', �"�  
#"?��� 160 ���-70 ��� �",  � :�T� ��&, 	�"� :�T� D� 	K� � #�"� ���", �� "हG 
����"� ��ह&� ह', !+h�� � �- $@ह�"� 5 ��� �" ���� �� � ह'� $��- )� %�*� %��� � �"� ह'� 
%�*� 1ह�� !+h��� � �� ! � �� $��  	�� 35 ���, 50 ���, 60 ���,  � �^� �� �&"� �" 
��ह4� ��������, ! �& �-��, $�� ��"��� #)� "हG ह'� ���� "� ह� ह' � ह� D� 35 ��� 
�" ��ह4� ����"� � &
 ��� �- ह
 3.5 ���" " �"� �� घ��� ह', �� #)� �� ह', ��� �4�� �"� �  
��� ह� �&� ह' � $@ह- 60 ��� �" & )� ����"� �T�����" घ��� ह�� ह', घ��� 3 , ह'? 
���)���& �ह�� , घ��� $���� ह', 3 ,� ��E�� �� %A� �- $@ह�"� ���"�� ����5 .�$� � 
	K� � हG "हG� ��� �  %�+&� 	K� �� $���� !� #�� ���" � k�" ��] � �- g ��� ��& 
��� �ह� ह-, &� %ह ���� � 3 ,  	�����? #�� �� ��+ � ह', %ह  ह� �� ह'� $���� �' ���5 
��� �ह� ह4� � #�"� �Ue�X� � � �"� �  ��� ���� #:51 %+:� �  ��: ���%�T � �ह� 
ह'� �' #�"� &�^ ��  ह )� ���5 ��� �ह� ह4�, ह����� �' ��"&� ह4� � �	 �N�*��� �X+ h�� �  
��� ��� ह4� :�, &�  ह ���5 ��� :� � ��&"� ������5 ह', ���)���& �ह��  %�  �� 5̂   हG 
���+� �&� ह' �  ह ���� � 	�� �^� 1ह�� � $&"� 	T� $_���5 �"� �� �ह� ह', �� 5̂  
#����" �	�% �-� #����� �  ��: #�"� @ 4U3� � X�� � 	��"� �  ���, �' +�l� =e�, �- 
ह&� ह4� �  ह 
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���� #����� �� 1ह�� ����"� �� �ह� ह
 D� ���  ���  ह ���� �� phyto-sanitary 
requriements ह', ���  ��: compronmise � �ह� ह'� ���� )� ��)�� 	�& ह' � phyto-
sanitary requirements �- $@ह�"� �� �-��� �� �� relaxations ���, ��� #����� � � 	?�� 
� ���� �� � � ����, ह� $�� �"� �� �ह� ह
, $��� &?� ��&?l� ह� D� �
�� @ 4�� � X�� �- 
ह?!, �� ��� .�� �@ह�"� �� ह� ह' �  ह ��, &� �@ह�"�  ह )� � �� ��  ह �&"� 
���"���� � effort ह' � !� #����� � � � �.-1 4 �� �-, � .�$%�� 1 4 �� �- � ह�  � �-��� 
�"� �� �ह� ह', �%"5�-� �Y���� �� �ह�� �� #%�& �� �-, %� �� ह-, ���  #"?��� #�"� 
��5%�� �-, #�"� !��H �-� ���)���& �ह�� , �' ���&� ह4� � ��� )� ���� �  ��� 
$��� =�5"� �� �4��� 	�& "हG ह� �&� ह'� ��� ���U+:�& �-  ह ���� 1ह�� $_���5 � �ह� 
ह', � �� �� ���U+:�& �- $� ��== �- ��� ह' � #����� �� 1ह�� ���� � ��� �?= � � ���, 
�' ��"&� ह4� �  ह ह���� ��= �  $�&ह�� � � =�5"� #W �  ह'� ह� ��� 6 ��� & ���� �- 
�ह�, ह�"� � 	�� )� �� �*�� $_���5 "हG � �, " 1ह�� $_���5 � �, " ��$� $_���5 � �� #	 
3 � ह�&� ह' � ह���� �ह�� �� ���� :�, ���- $�_���5 � �,ह�"� �3����5 � � D� ह���� 	�� 
� ��  ह ���� !� ह', %ह )� $_���5 � �ह� ह'� m�� b" �� ���%&5" ह� � �? 3 � ��= �- 
#"�� � #�� �T � �? 3 � ह���� �N�*��� .�X3=" � ह� � �? ���)���& �ह�� , 
!� ��"&� ह' � 2002-03 �- $� ��= �� 	ह?& 	T� �?Z)B �T� :�, 	ह?& 	T� �?Z)B� ह� ���, "� 
$&"� 	T� �?Z)B � �?�	�� � �� हG ��& "हG 	K�,ह�"� 	K"� "हG ��� !� �� �?Z)B "हG 
ह'� ���� ��%� � �ह� ह' � �N�*��� .�X3=" 	T� satisfactory ��� �� !�� 	K �ह� ह' D� 
���  	�� )� �� 4̂ XN�� $_���5 � �ह� ह'� what is this paradox 3 � ह'  ह�  ह 3 � ह'? $� 
�%X�	"� � 3 � �&�	 ह'� ���)���& �ह�� , � D� 	�&  ह ह' � $� ��= �- Y���X�� 
�3��-��� i���� �&� ह'� ह� "� ��E�� ��", ���� � +�Y ��] � �- 3 � ह� �ह� ह', �" 
Y���X�� �3��-��� i����  �&� ह'� ह� "� ��E�� ��", ���� � +�Y ��] � �- 3 � ह� �ह� ह', 
�" Y���X�� ��] �� � )� +�
? ����5 "�, �
�"�?����5 "� #�"� e�� �- � �� � ह'� ���� ��� 
!� T� ह', ��  ह 	&�&� ह'� 
 �� � 4��5 h�IX� �- �@ह�"� �� ��&- �?�5� � ह', %� �3�
��% 
��&� ह'� %� #:5-1 %+:� �  ��L��&� �� !2���& "हG ह'� � 4��5 ��] � �-, "%_	� �- �� ��� � 
3 � ��& ह���, ���_	� �- �� ��� � 3 � ��& ह���- �� �- ���� +�
? ��=" ह� �ह� ह' 
D�  ह ���� ��� �?���� ��� �ह� ह'� �� "� �� �� "हG ��� � ह' � Y���X�� 
�3��-��� �- �� �X��d��" �� � ��� D� �3�
��% +�
? ��=" � ��� ���� 
 
 ���)���& �ह�� , �' !��� ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � �	 $� .�� � ���U+:�& 	"&� ह', 
�	 ह� ���&� ह' � $� &�ह �  .�=� ह', $"���="�� �3��
3��=�� 	K �ह� ह', �	 $� &�ह � 
���U+:�& ह�&� ह' &� � �%< ��J� �, ���� � ��� F% 	"&� ह' � %ह $"���="�� 
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�3��
3�-=" � � h�� ��� %ह �� ���� ��� �� $"���=" �  ��� �	4 �� � �� �� � ���� 
���5 ह-, �	 �' $� ��� �  	�� �� 	�� �ह� :� �� ��  )� �'"� $� 	�& � ह� :� �  ह 
	�� $"���="�� ह'� $� 	�� �- �
3� �, �Z%� �
3� � 	K� � � � ह'� ���� ��J #PH ����� 
��� �� ह'� �" �� �?	ह 	�& ह� �ह� :� � �� &�ह �� �4�� #:51 %+:� �  ��� � �+
 IX� 
$ 
̂ 3� ह?! ह' D� �� �  ��� ��&� 	K� ह'� �@ह�"� $2�-�2� �
3� �- E�T-E�T � ह', ���  
��&� ��&� 	T� ह'� &� !� !��� � �� �P�& � ���- ह', �" � �P�& � �� ��%��� ह', 
�" � ��&- 	K&� �� �ह� ह' D� ���� � �� ��%2�"� 	�&�"� ���ह� :� �� �.Y=�� ��"� 
���ह� :�, %� ��"� �  	��%, �� �  �� �%���& �� � � � � ह'� ��� "&���  ह ह?! � 
����  ह U+:�& 	" � � � !� 	K&� ��&- �"�  �" �JH �  	�ह� ह'� 
 
  ���)���& ��, �' �� ��� � 	�& � �ह� :�� $� ���� "� ��E�� ��� X��%��� 
� &�^ %A5���� �"�"� �  ��� � XY? �-� �"��� �	� � ह'�X� ���, A caring Government 
$� ��� � %A5���� �� $� &�ह � �� �?+& !� ह',  ह ���� ��"��� �- "हG ह'� %ह #)� 
& ह� ���, � 	��� "हG ह'� ���)���& �ह�� , !� !��� �  ���  ह ���� 	"� :� #	 
#�� $� ��� � $� ���� � XY4 �-� 	"� &� ह� A caring Government �  	�� $�� 3 � 
ह-��? A scaring Government," "A carefree Government," "A Careless Govemment" or one 

can perhaps, even go to the extent of saying that it is A Criminal Government because it is 
not able to control the prices of essential commodities, which are the bread and butter of 
the aam admi, Sir. thank you, Sir.  

SHRI PENUMALLI MADHU (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, the spiralling prices is one of 

the serious problems that we are facing today. 

[THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA) in the Chair] 

Today, the rate at which the prices are going up is a cause for serious concern. Sir, 95 

per cent of the people in our country are all unorganised workers. Middle classes and 

unorganised sections of the people, particularly the dalits and the tribals, are more 

affected by the spiralling prices. Sir, on behalf of the Communist Party of India (Marxist), I 

would like to bring, through you, to the notice of the Government that magnitude of the price 

rise is a very serious thing. After two years, if the Government of india, if the UPA Government, 

does not take note of the serious situation arising out of the spiralling prices, they will have to 

face the consequences. I am speaking from a supporting party. We are 

supporting this 
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UPA Government. Since we are supporting this UPA Government, we are warning this 

Government. Previously when the NDA was there, we warned the NDA. When we 

opposed the hike of petroleum products at the time of NDA, there Congress 

supported us. Today, this UPA Government is also trying to hike the prices of petroleum 

products.Today, with all seriousness, we would like to warn this Government that if it 

takes such a step, it would lead to further worsen the rising prices. Already the spiralling prices 

have created a lot of problems for the people, in the unorganised sector. Yesterday I had 

been to some tribal areas. I found that women in those tribal areas, with this price hike, 

were not able to make both ends meet. They are eating only once in a day. They are not 

eating rice. They are eating gruel. 

Sir, you look at the rate at which the prices are going up. On 20th May, 2004 the 

price of atta in Delhi was Rs. 7.50-8.50. Now, it has gone up and it is Rs. 11.50-12.50. There 

is a hike of 50 per cent. In the case of rice, there is a hike of 112 per cent in Delhi. In the 

case of mustard oil, there is a hike of 66 per cent. In the case of vanaspathi, there is 

an increase of 55 per cent. In the case of sugar, the hike is 60 per cent. In the case of 

arhar dal, the hike is 60 per cent. In the case of cooking gas, the rise is 0.4 per cent. 

Sir, further I would like to bring to your notice some facts. I am coming from the State of 

Andhra Pradesh. In my State, from 2004 to 2005-06, there was such an enormous hike in 

the prices of essential commodities. The cost of tamarind in 2004 was Rs. 23 per kilogram. 

It has gone up to Rs. 60 per kilogram in 2005. Now it is Rs. 42 per kilogram. In the case of 

black gram, the price was Rs. 28, Rs. 32 and Rs. 50. in the case of green gram, it was Rs. 

24, Rs. 28 and Rs. 48. In the case of rice-ours is a rice producing State-it was Rs. 10.40 

in 2004. It went up to Rs. 10.75 and now it is Rs. 14. It is the price of ordinary variety. The 

price of red dal has gone up from Rs. 22 to Rs. 38. Then, cooking palm oil rose from Rs. 42 

a kg. to Rs. 44 a kg., sunflower oil from Rs. 43 to Rs. 48 and groundnut oil from Rs. 43 to 

Rs. 58/-. Now, when such a hike has taken place, is there any critical analysis by the 

Government of India as to why is such a hike taking place? The other day I saw a 

newsitem which carried the statement of the Minister of Food, Shri Sharad Pawan why 

there this is spiralling price today? The Government of India is not taking note of the serious 

situation arising out of its own wrong policies. I would like to bring 
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to your notice what the Food Minister's statement was. He has said that the food 

subsidy must be reduced; it must be trimmed down. According to the Minister,—

he quoted the Planning Commission's statistics-while the consumption of 

rationed foodgrains has reduced year after year, the subsidy itself has balooned 

from Rs. 9,200 crores in 1999-2000 to Rs. 26,000 crores in 2003-04. Thus, in 

defence of cutting down the subsidy, the Minister explains that for Below-

Poverty-Line families, the prices of essential commodities have remained 

unchanged, the only significant change being the reduction in the ration 

allowance from 35 kgs. of foodgrains per family to 30 kgs. of foodgrains. He 

also adds that in case of APL families, however, the cut-back has been more 

drastic with increase in the issue price of foodgrains and a significant reduction of 

from 35 kgs. per household to 20 kgs. Thereby, he says, "Subsidy reduction 

is necessary." The Government of India is also going back from the earlier 

policy of the Public Distribution System; that is, provision of subsidised 

foodgrains for the common man. In order to protect the common man from 

black marketing, the Public Distribution System came into being. Now. on one 

pretext or the other, this Public Distribution System is reversed, and as a result, 

the Government is unable to control the spiralling prices in the market, and the 

market forces come into play. If the market forces are given a free hand, then, 

Sir, what will happen? Take the case of tamarind. Tamarind is bought from the 

tribal people, who risk them, are paid at the rate of Rs. 6 per kg., while the 

same is being sold at Rs. 60 per kg. in the market. Our Government is not taking 

steps to control the spiralling prices. 

Now, if we look at petroleum products, instead of critically analysing the 

effect of price rise and protecting the consumers, the Government is trying to 

burden the common man. That is the reason why so many times prices of 

petroleum products have gone up. The Government is earning a huge amount of 

income from the sale of petroleum products. In 2005-06, Central Government's 

tax revenue from the oil sector was to the tune of Rs. 77,000 to 80,000 crores. This 

figure is higher than the total quantum of under-recoveries of the oil companies. 

The under-recoveries are to the tune of Rs. 73,000 crores. During this year, the 

oil sector is getting ground Rs. 77,000 crored. 
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<������	 (�� ���� ���) : �2? ��, ��3�4X ���� 

SHRI PENUMALLI MADHU: I will conclude, Sir, So, my point is that the 

amount of Central Government's tax revenue from the oil sector this is higher 

than the total quantum of under-recoveries of the oil companies. Then, the 

revenues that accrue to the State Governments is another addition. The 

revenue that both the State Governments and the Central Government are 

together getting from the oil sector is around Rs. 1,26,000 crores. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): Sum it up now, please. 

SHRI PENUMALLI MADHU: So, rationalise the tax system. Earlier, when 

the NDA Government was there, we told them to rationalise the oil prices. Today, 

we are supporting the Government. But any time we had the same policy. 

Whoever may be in the Government. But some parties when in Government 

had one slogan when in Opposition. They have another slogan. This is the 

reason why people are now teaching lessons to them. It is very much visible in 

different States now. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): Please conclude now. 

SHRI PENUMALLI MADHU: I am concluding, Sir. Now, when we are 

supporting this Government, we are saying the same thing to this Government 

that it should adopt a rational approach. By hiking the oil prices, you are 

making things still more difficult. The prices are already rising. We told the 

same thing to the previous Government, the NDA Govemment. They did not 

heed to our advice and had to face the music. If this Government also does not 

heed to our advice, it will also have to face the music. With these words, I 

conclude and request the Government once again to rationalise its approach as 

far as oil tax policies are concerned. 
 
�� ��  � � (�	ह��) : ���)�W B ��, ���� �4%5 �- �� %[� 	��� ह', �' �" 	�&, � "हG 

��ह���� ��� �' !�� 	ह?& !)�� .� �&� ह4�� !� �  ह �ह���� � �%�� 	ह?& 
&��^��ह �%�� ह'� ���)�W B ��, �' !�� ��W � �� ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � �ह���� � ��� 
�	�� #�2 !� !��� �� �T� ह'� !� !��� �- ��3=� %��� !&� ह', ��& ��&"� %��� !&� ह'� 
!��  !��� �- ���4� �� ���� ��&� ह' %ह !&� ह'  � "हG !&� ह', 
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�� ���� ��&� ह' %ह !&� ह
  � "हG !&� ह', घ�� ��"� %��� !&� ह'  � "हG !&� ह', �� 
����� �5���� ह'  �  ह�� 3�5  ह', 	�	4 ह' , %ह !&� ह'  � "हG !&� ह'� �' ��"&� ह4� � !� 
!�� !� !��� � �&�	 ��2� ह' � 90-95 ^���� !	��� !� ���, � ह'� ���)�³ B 
��, !� &� ��%� �� !&� ह'� !�� ���4� ह' � ह� ���, �   ह�� ���, �-, ���, �-, 	���� �- !��� 
���&� ह' D� ह�� �4E&� ह', ह����� �4E&� ह' � 3 � ह����� ह' !�� , &� !��� +%�)��% 
P� �� � ह� 	�& ह&� ह' � ��ह	, ��� ���� �� �� �ह� ह'� �' !��� �"%��" �"� ��ह&� ह4� 
� $� ��= �  !� !��� � �� 	ह?���  ���� ह' %ह ��� ���� ��&� ह'� $� ��= � �� 
���	 !��� ह', ���	� ���� �  "��� �� !��� ह', %ह ��"�-���� ��&� ह'  �"� $��� 	T� %��"� 
$� ���� �, !� !��� �� 3 � ��� ह��� �  �� $� ��= �  ��2��H ���, �, �� ��2��H 
)��" ह', ���  ���, �- !� �� �� ह'-��ह� !� ह�, ��ह� ���� ह�� ��"� &� :�T�-	ह?& �+&� ह', 
���" ���� 	ह?& ��ह�� ह'� m�� ह��& !� $@ह�"�  ह�� ��= � �T� � �� ह'� �^�  � $"���=" 
�  ��� 	ह?& !�T� ��&� ह', ���� ��� �- "हG !&� ह' � $� ���� �- �� ��� 	
�� ह', �%< 
��J��  �- 	
��  ह', d��I"� ��=" �- 	
��  ह', %� �ह���� �  $"���=" �  ��� �� !�T� ��&� ह', �&� 
"हG ह�� �� 	"�&� ह', 
 �� 	"&� ह',ह� &� #:5=�+J� ह' "हG, �
��  =%�& ��@ह� �� #:5=�+J� ह', 
�@ह�"� 	�� �� 	ह?& �� 	�&- ���� ह'� $� ��= �- �� #"�� ह', $� ��= �  �� ���" ह', $� ��= 
�-  �� ��� "� हb��� 	K� � ह', $� ��= � !F��")5� 	"� � ह', &� ���  ��� #� �� � 
!��� ह', ���" ह', $� ��= �  ��%� �  ��� #:�& ���" ���� $� ��= �- !� )� �� #"�� 
� �F ���" ह', %ह $� ��= �  ��"� �� g ��� ह', ���" $� ���� �  !"� �  	��, m�� U+:�& 
	"� ह' � �� ���" �� ��ह4� ����� � �, %ह 660 P� � .�& �3%�� �  �ह��	 �� ����� � � D� 
#)� ����X  �"� ��� 	&� �ह� :�� �' #)� ��  =%�& ��@ह� ���� ��+� �� ह', &� #"�� �  , 
&�� � , ��� � , ���5 �  �)� ���, �  ��� 	K� ह', �' $��� g ��� %[ "हG ��"� ��ह&� ह4�, 3 ,� 
$"�  �� ��� 	K� ह', �"� ��"-��"� �  	&� � ह'� �' ��"&� ह4� � ���-� �� ���, 	��� �� 
��� ह� ��� �  ��� 	K � � ह'  �"� m�� �ह���� ��E�� 20 %A� �- )� "हG ह?�� ���)�W B ��, 
!� #�E� ह' � !�"� $� �b�  �� �ह���� �� ��� �"� � #"?��& ��� 	ह?& �%�� ह', � �" �� 
��� $� &�^ �� D� �� &�^ �� ह*�� �&� ह', �' ��"&� ह4� � �	�� 	T� �%�� $� ��= �- 
�ह���� � ह'� ���	 !��� �   ��� � )4� � m�� 	�ह�� D� m�� 	?�� ह�� )� "हG ह?!� ��2� 
	�& ह' � �� $"� 4̂ X ��3 ����� � "��& ह', %ह �ह� "हG ह'� !�"� ��E�� ��� �� ���� � 
ह' �^��!� �  	��� �-,ह���� ���"� �- D� !��  ���"� �- 	ह?& ह*�� ह�&� ह'� �' ��"&� ह4� � $� 
��= �- Rl����� � m�� ��� ह', ��ह� �T ह�, ��ह� D� �� ��� ह�, ���- �4� ��� ह?� ह'� 
N���H �%�� � �� �
�� ह', ���- �4E ��� ह?� ह'� ���" $� ��= � �� 4̂ X ������=" 
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i^ $��X � ह', %ह 4̂ X ��3 ����� � �	�� 	T� ह�: �� :�� �� ह�: �� � 
 �� 2���-2��� 
���� � � ह' � ��E�� ��� )� �� ����� %��� ��� ह
, �� !����� �  ��� ह', $@ह�"� ���� 
� ह'� �� ���� $��� ह', ���- )� $" _��" , "�, $" .��%�� ��+:�k� "� ���� � ह'�  ह �� 650 
P� � .�& �3%�� #"�� ����� � � :�, ���  ��� �  	��� �- #)� ��  =%�& ��@ह� 	&� �ह� :�, 
#)� ����X �� �2? �� !�´ .��= �  ह', %ह 	&� �ह� :�,  �"� 660 P� � �- ���� �� , !� �?�?"- 
��� �� ���, � 	�� �ह� ह'� $� &�ह ���" � )� �4� �ह� ह' D� ��)�[� � �4� �ह� ह'� !�"� 
)�X��H � ��E�� ��� �� घ��"� =?P � �� � ह' D� $� 	�� &� %ह 93 ��� ���h �" ह', 
�	� ह� � ��)� 200 ��� ���h �" ���ह�� $&"� � #"�� ����� � � ह'� $� ��= �- 
���" �  ��� �F���" 4̂ X ��3 ����� �� 	ह?& g ��� ह', ��d�� ह', ���" ह�"� ���� � ���& 
m�� 	��� ह',  ह �� ह���� "� $�"��� �Y���� !� ह', $��� ह���� m�� ��:� ���	 ह?! ह' 
� ह� ह� ��� �-  �"� #�"� )��" �  ��:-��� �"� � �� )� � �ह� ह'� #)� & �^��!� 
���� �&� :�, #	 .�$%�� ��� ���� �-��� #�E� ��� ���" � �-��� !� ��K� "b �b P� � 
.�& �3%�� �- ��-�&%�� ��ह& !+h��� � � ��ह4� ����%� �ह� ह', ���" $� ��= �  ���" � 
�
��  ��"� �  ��� &
 �� "हG ह'� !� 35 ��� �" #"�� #���� �� ���� -��, %ह  �&"� ��� �� 
���� ���,  ह #)� �&� "हG ह', ���"  ह�� � ���" �  ���  ह ह �ह� ह' � 700 P� � .�& 
U3%��� ��� -��� 3 , "हG !� �@ह- 950 P� � .�& �3%�� ��&� ह'? 

 

 ��" �����, #"�� � ! � &� �� 4̂ X ��3 ����� ह', ���	� ���� �� "��� �  ���, � 
3 � ह���? $@ह�"� ह� � 13 ह��� ��T P�� � $_d�Y �-� ������ +�� ह'-$� ��= � �?��"� 
����, �"X�� � ���� "�,  4"�$��X �� � � ���� "� 22 ह��� ��T P�� � �Ue�X� ��� 
%� ह �ह� ह' � �� ��T ���, � #)� $_d�Y �-� ������ +�� �  &ह& ������, �� ��T ���, 
� &� ह�"� �� P�� ��� ��ह4� D� &�" P�� ��, ��%� ��� ��� ह'�  � �&"� ���� � 
������ �-��? &�" ��T �, ��� ��T �? ह�"� &� �ह�� �� ह� �� ��T ���, � ��� ��� 
:�� $� ��= � �� 4̂ X ��3 ����� ह
? ह���� �� ��� 	T� ���Ue2 "हG ह'� $� ���Ue2 � )� 
#�� ह� ��µ� �- ��������, $� ���Ue2 � )� #�� ह� 		�� �-�� &� $��� 	?�� �� "हG ह� 
�&� ह'� �� M �A ��J��  ह', �' )��& ���� �� �"%��" �"� ��ह&� ह4� �  ह ��� ��ह �� �� 
�ह� ह', ��� ��+&� �� �� �ह� ह', �' !�� ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � $��� ��= �- ह�ह�� ������ ��� 
��" �^��!� ���� ह� ����� &� ह-�� �  ह &� � �̂ � ह�:� ह', $�� �F� ���  ह 
���� �  ��� �- ��� 	�2� ह?! ह'� &	  � �^��!� � 	�� �-�� D� �� ��+&� "हG ह���, $� 
��= �  ���, � 	��"� �� ��� ��  #�� 
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6.P.M 

�T�, ह���� ���"� �-, ह� ���, "� �� i^ Y+� ��)� � ��� ���h �",	�
� �
�� � �	 
��ह ��"� � �� � �� &	 " �ह���� 	K� " �� ��� 	K�� ���)�W B �ह�� , �' $@हG =e�, 
�  ��: #�"� 	�& ���d& �&� ह?�  ह ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � �� ���� ���-���� D� ��"�-���� 
�ह��� � ��, ���� 	T� �ह��" "हG ह' � %ह �ह@�?+&�" �  ���, �  ��: 3 � ��4 � �ह� ह'� 
�ह���� � �� �%�� �T� � �� � ह', $� �%�� �� �&"� ��� &�� D� &	�ह ह', $��  �"%��" 
�  ��: �' !��  .�& !)�� .� �&� ह4� D� !�� 2@ %�� �&� ह?� #�"� 	�& ���d& �&� 
ह4�� 2@ %��� 
 

 �� (����� ��� �� $�� (�<� .��=) : !��H�  ���)�W B �ह�� , �' !�� 
2@ %�� ��"� ��ह&� ह4� � !�"� �?�� 	��"� � #%�� �� �� �' ����%��� ���O � &�^ �� 
�ह���� �  �%A  �� #�"� �� �ह� ह4�� ����%��� ���O ���", � ���O ह'� ���4�, 1 �����, ���� 
�?�"���, ���& D� ��ET� � ���O ह'� ��E�� �� %A� �- ���� � ���Ue2 �� �ह���� �  ���] 
�� �� �ह� ह', #�� ह� �� ��U[ , �- ह"� ��ह- &� ह�  ह ह �&� ह' �  
 

��,�*X �¶ �+&� ह� � �, 
�	��� ��� � � ���� ��� 
घ� � 	ह?�� ��� �ह� ह', 
�
�, ����, ���� ��� 

 
ह���� �%\�" ���: , "� �� 	�&- ��� ह', �' �"� " ��ह��&� ह?� �� 5̂  $&"� ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � 
� %� ��घ�@" �  ��� ह� "हG 	K� ह', �� B�J m�� "हG ह', �ह�� �ह���� " 	K� ह�� $&"� #�2 
�ह���� 	K� ह
 ��&"� ��E�� �� �=, �- "हG 	K�� !�4, ����� �  ��� 	K ��� !�4 �  ��� �� 
�ह�� ���� P�� :�, #	 "b P��, �� P�� 	���� �- ह'� ����� �  ��� �� ���� P�� :� !� %ह 
!� P�� ह'� $�� .�� d �� �  ��� �� �ह�� E: P�� ��, :�, #	 !� P�� ��� ह� �� ह'� 
���	 !���, ���" d �� �  ��: ���� �� ��&� ह'� �ह�� , �� "� �  ��: ���� ��"� %��� 
��� ह', !� �"�  "� � �"%��� )� $� ���� � &�^ �� E�"� �� �ह� ह' D� �?�� "� 
�� .�&	�2 ���� "� � 1 ���� �@� 	ह?��lh�  _��" , �  ह�: �- �y�� ��"� � &
 ��� ह'� 
#)� !��H�  =��  ��% �� ह �ह� :� � ��3=� %��� ���� %��� �� =�� � "� �  ��: ���� 
���� �� ��&� ह' 3 ,� ���  ��� �e�� ����"� �  ��� �
�� "हG ह�&� ह', ��� ����"� �  ��� 
�
�� "हG ह�&� ह',  ह ���� �" ��3=� %��, � "� )� E�""� � &
 ��� � �ह� ह'� $��� g ��� 
#^��� � 	�& 3 � ह� �&� ह'? !� !� !��� � �P�& � ���- � %� ����, �T� 
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D� ��" ह�&� ह'� ���� �  	��� �- &� $&"� 	�&- ह���� ���: , "� 	&�� ह' � �?�� �� ��	�2 �- ? E 
"हG ह"� ह'� ��"�,�� !� !��� ���� ��"� �  	�� ��&� ह', ���  )� ��� �� ���� P�� D� 
��� P�� :�, %� X�K-�� �b P�� ह� �� ह'� !� !��� ��"� )� "हG �� �&� ह', $&"� #�2 
��� ���  	K �� ह'� $��  #��%� ��� �  ���, �T� �  ���, #�ह� �  ���, �	�� ��)� 30 
���-� �� 40 ���-� & 	��&�� ह� � � ह'� 
 
 !� !��� ���� �T� �ह""� ��ह&� ह'� ���� �T� 	"�"� �- 	?"�, � .��^� � 
ह�&� ह', ���� �T� 	"�"� %��, � �?"�^� � ह�&� ह'� $����  ह�� � ���" ���� �T� 
�ह""� ��ह&� ह', ���4� ���� �T� �ह""� ��ह&� ह',��3=� %��� ���� �T� �ह""� ��ह&� ह'� 
�� ���� �?�"��� ह', %ह ���� �T� �ह""� ��ह�&� ह' D� !� ���� �T� "हG 	" �ह� ह', 
��� �F���" � ह� �ह� ह'� �� �T� �ह��� ह' D� ��� �� &�� P� � ��� !&� ह', %ह �� 
�b P�� ���� �	 �ह� ह', %ह �T� !� g ��� 	" �ह� ह' 3 ,� ���- g ��� 	" �ह� ह' 3 ,� 
���- g ��� ^� �� ह'� $����� �T� �� �ह���� ह', ���� �� )� �ह���� ह' D� ��"� 	"�"� � 
�
� �� �ह���� ह',ह� X��� ��h�� � �ह���� �� $����� 	�& "हG �-�� 3 ��  � ह-�� � 
#@&��lh�  ��� 	K �� ह'� ��@&? ह� ���� ��  ह �P� ह"� ��ह&� ह' � X��� � ��� 	K&� 
ह' &� � %� ��T� ���"� %��, � &��^ "हG ह�&� ह', �	 X��� � ��� 	K&� ह' &� ���� 
����"����, � )� &��^ ह�&� ह', �F���" � �4*  	K ��&� ह' D� ���� %+&?k� � �4*  	K 
��&� ह'� $���� �	 X��� �  ��� ���- &� ���� � )� ����"� ���ह�� �' ���� ��  ह ��""� 
��ह&� ह4� � X��� D� ��h�� �  ���, �- �	 #@&��lh�  	����, �- ����%� !� &� 3 � ह���� 
���� � �"�  ���, � ����"� � �� "हG �"� ���ह�� ह� ��� ��� �ह� :� � #@&��lh�   
	����, �- ����%� !� ह' &� ���� )� ��� �������, ��@&? ���)�W B �ह�� , 	ह?& #^��� 
�  ��: ह"� �T&� ह' � ���� "� ���, �- �� �b&� "हG �� �' !�� 	&�"� ��ह&� ह4� � 
 ह �� �ह���� 	K �ह� ह',  ह &�"-��� ��H, �� 	K �ह� ह'� �' 	&�"� ��ह&� ह4� � ��&� � ��� 
��, 2005 �- 80 P�� ��� :� D� !� 	K� 235 P�� ��� ह� � � ह'� &�_	� � ��� 135 
P�� ��� :�, 	K� 335 P�� ��� ह� � � ह', 200 ���-� � 	��<�� ह� �ह� ह'� $� ���� 
�  � %� �� %A� �  � 5�� �- ह� ��&- �� ह� �b ���-� � 	K�<�� ह?�� �ह�� , �' !��� 
�"%��" �"� ��ह&� ह4� � !� #���K D� �?����	�� �� ह���� ��&� D� &�_	� �  	&5" �" �& 
ह�&� ह', �4�� ��= �- �" �& ह�&� ह'� �"%�� �- ��" ���, �  ��� ह���� �" �&, "� �%��=, �� !X5� 
��� ह', !� %� ��� �d��� �"� � U+:�& �- "हG ह'� ह���� �" �&, � E�% ��� �ह� ह'�  � ��� 
$���� 	K �� � �4�� ��= �- $� ���� "� �?! D� �µ� ���%�"� � �� � ��� ह', %� �� 
� !T �-� !� � %� ���, �?�� )� 75000 ���, � %� 	T�-	T� 	ह?��lh�  _��" �� D� 
�ह@�?+&�" � )� ? E 	T� _��" �� D� ? E 	T� ��� %� �� 1 ���� i" ��$" 
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h�IX� �� , �	 �" �- !&� ह' !Z��^�= � ���, �- 	��<�� � ��&� ह'� �ह�� , #�� ह� 
�?�" ���� 	
�&� ह' &� ह�- ��� �
3� ���+��=" ��"� �T&� ह',ह �- ��X� � ���+h�=" ��"� 
�T&� ह', ह�- h
�X� �� , �	 �" �- !&� ह' !Z�^�= � ���, �- 	��<�� � ��&� ह'� D� %� 
%� �� 1 ���� i" ��$" h�IX� ��, �� ��T� D� #�	, P�� � 1 ���� � �� ह
, �"� �� 
h�X �
3� ��"� �T&� ह' D� " �� h�X ��"� �T&� ह' D� " ��� �� ��X�  �
3� ��"� �T&� ह'� 
%� �� 1 ���� �"� �  ��H !� �"��"� ���, ��, 3 ,� �"�  ��� #:�ह �
�� ह', %� 	ह?��lh�  
_��" �� �
�� � ���� ह'� �ह�� %� �+&� ����, �^� %� �ह��� ���� D� �^� ह���� ��%��� 
�"��-��� ���)�W B �ह�� , �?��  ह ह&� ह4� 	T� #^��� ह� �ह� ह' � !� ह���� ��= � 
� ह��� ��T P� � %� �� � !T �-  � %��=, �- �� �ह� ह' D� ह���� ��= ����� ह�&� �� 
�ह� ह' D� � ��� ह�&� �� �ह� ह'� !� E��� 1 ����� �ह���� "हG 	K� �ह� ह', !�  � 	ह?��lh�  
_��" , �  ��� �ह���� 	��"� � �� � �ह� ह'� !� ���, � ��" 	"�"� � +%d" #24�� ह� 
� � ह'� �� ���� �
�� ���	 !���, 1 ����� )� ��" "हG 	"� �&�� �� ��" 2004 �� �� 
� �T� ���� 400 P�� +Y� �^� �- 	" �� �  �&� :�, !� %� 600 P�� �- )� "हG 	" �� 
�ह� ह'� ��, �  ��� �?�?"� ह� �� ह'� ��"� �- 120 P�� .�& ���-� 	��� :�, !� %ह 190 P�� 
D� 200 ���-� 	��� ह� �� ह'� 	��� �  ��� 	K �� ह', 	��4 �  ��� 	K �� ह', �T� �  ��� 	K 
�� ह', �^� 
 �� ��" 	"�"� � ��"� �4�� ह���� !� ह���� ��J� �� ह-�� � ��"�  ��� 
����� "हG :�, �"�  ��� +4 �� ह� � � ह', �� �
�� ��&� :� �"� ��� ����� ह� �� 
ह',��"�  ��� ���X� :�, �"�  ��� ��" ह� �� ह'� �ह�� , �' 	&�"� ��ह&� ह4� � �ह�� ��"�  
��� ���T� :�, �"�  ��� ��" ह� �� ह'� �ह�� , �'  ह 	&�"� ��ह&� ह4� � �ह�� ��"�  ��� 
���T� :�, �"�  ��� &� ��" ह� �� ह' �� $� ��= �- ? E ��� e 4���� �� D� ��� ��� m�� �ह&� 
ह', ��"�  ��� � ��" :�, !� �"�  �� ��" ह� �� ह'� 
 
 ह���� ��J� �ह��  D� ह���� ����,  ह )� ���"� � �� �- �"�  ��� #�� 10 
��" ह� �� ह', &� 
 �� ह� �� ह' D� 3 , ह� �� ह'? 
 
 ���)�W B �ह�� , VAT �  ��H, $� ��= �- �ह���� 	K� ह', �Z%� �
3� �  ��H, 
$� ��= �- �ह���� 	K� ह'� )�� ह� ��= ����� ह� ���, ���" %� �� 1 ���� � $���� ���4 ��� 
�� �ह� ह', 3 ,� ��� ����� �� ��K� 	��ह ���-� �Z%� �
3� ��� �ह� ह'� � @o ���� � 
�Z%� �
3� ���"� ���ह�, )�� ह� ��= � ��� ह� ���� $� ���� � ��= �  � ��� ह�"� � 
I�&� "हG ह'� �' ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � #�� $� %� �� 1 ���� � "हG ��� � �, &� $� ��= �- 
�ह���� � �� "हG �&� ह'� !� ��" 	"�"� � ���, �  ��� 	K �ह� ह
� #)� ह���� ��:� "� 
ह� � ��ह� � ��� 6 P�� �� 	K� 60 P�� ह� � � ह'�  ह ��� �" ���, "� 	K� � ह', �� 
%� �� 1 ���� ��  �µ�  � �� �� �ह� ह', " � ��� 1 ����� "� 	K� � ह'� 
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����)�2B �ह�� , #	  �' �ह����  घ��"� �  �� � ? E �?��% ��"� ��ह&� ह? � � #�� $� �ह���� 
� "हG ��� � �, &� !� !��� � ह�� 	?�� ह���� ���" � ��� ^�� � �4*  "हG ��� 
�ह� ह'� ह���� ��= �- 75 .�&=& ��� ���" ह'� �� ��" �ह�� ह���� M �A ��J� �� "� ह� � ह� 
��� $���� "हG 	�� �ह� ह', 3 ,� ह�- ��)�[�k� � I�&� ह'� 3 � $� ��= �- ���", �� 	T� 
�� �4��� ��)�[� %�5 ह'? ह���� ��= �- 75 ���-� ���" ह' D� %� ह� ��)�[� %�5 ह'? ह���� ��= 
�- 75 ���-� ���" ह' D� %� ह� ��)�[� )� ह'� �&"� ��� ह' � 6 P�� ��� ��ह4� �, 8 P�� 
��� �  ��� �� 	ह?��lh�  � ��" , "� ���� �� � D� !� � ���" � #�"� 	��� � =��� 
�"� ह' #�"� 	��� � =��� �"� ह' D� %ह 13 P�� ��� �  )�% �� 	���� �� ��ह4� ������ �� 
�ह� ह' D� ���� ह �ह� ह' � ह�- ��)�[�k� � I�&� ह'? �' ���� �� �4E"� ��ह&� ह4� � 
!�� b" �� ��)�[�k� � I�&� ह'? ह����  ह�� 75 ���-� ���" ह', ���4� ह', ��3=� %��� ह', 
���� %��� ह', E��� 1 ����� ह', �W � 1 ����� ह', !� b" �� ��)�[�k� � I�&� � �ह� ह'? 3 � 
!� �" ��)�[�k� � I�&� � �ह� ह', ��"�  ��� !�"� �� �+&� � ह'  � !� �" 
��)�[�k� � I�&� � �ह� ह', � �"�  �� � !�"� �*X I¶ �+&� � ह'? m�� ��)�[�k�  � 
��� � � %� 4-5 ���-� ह'� �' ���� �� #"?��2 �"� ��ह&� ह4� � ���� �" 95 ���-� ���, 
� I�&� �"� ���ह�,�� $� ��= � �?�  2��� �- 	ह �ह� ह' D� �� ��= � �%�� �  ��+&� �� 
�� ��"� � �� � �ह� ह'� 
 
 ���)�W B �ह�� , VAT D� �Z%� �
3�, $" �� ���, �  ��H, �ह���� 	ह?& 	K� 
ह'� ���� � ��¹� ��T P�� � �Z%� �
3� �� �ह� ह'� $�� �� ���-� �� 	K�� ��K� 	��ह 
���-� �"� � �� �P�& "हG :�, �	�5+&� 	K� �� � � � ह'� �' ���� �� #"?��2 �"� 
��ह4��� � �ह���� घ��"� �  ��� �Z%� �
3� � � � � ��"� ���ह� D� �Z%� �
3� � 
�� �� )� � � � ��"� ���ह�� ���� �- �
3� %�4�"� � $&"� )4� "हG ह�"� ���ह� � �4�� 
��= �,�� ����� ���� ���� � )4� ह�"� ���ह�, �� $&"� )4� "हG ह�"� ���ह�� ���� � 
$� �
3� %�4�"� � )4� � � �"� ���ह�� 
 
 ���)�W B �ह�� , !� �"&� �  �ह& �-, !� ��)�[�k� �  �ह& �- D� #�� 
�ह���� � � �"� ह', &� �%��=� 1 ���� D�  ह �� %� �� 1 ���� D�  ह �� %� �� 1 ���� 
ह', $� �� �4H5& � #�? = ���"� �T���� #�� ह���� ���� � &�^ �� �� �� � ��� ����, &� 
	ह?& #�E� ह���� $��- margin monev 10 ���-� ह
� ���, � ��� E�� ���� D� �	�� ह�&� 
ह' �� ��� � �X��%�� "हG ह�&� ह
�  �� ��� � �X��%�� ह�"� #�"%� 5 � �� � ���, &� 
artificially  � �� ��� 	K �ह� ह' $" �� #?� = ������ �ह�� , ��� artificially 	K�� �� �ह� ह'-6,000 
P�� .�& 10 N�� ��"� � ���, !� 10,000 P�� .�& 10 N�� ह� � �, 10,000 P�� ��� � 
�����, !� 24,000 �� ��� ह� �� ह'� )� 100 ���, �- ����� 
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� ��� $&"� "हG 	K� :�, ��"� � ��� $&"� "हG 	K� :�, �� ���, �- #�� 	K � �,&�  ह 
���� � �%^�&� ह', 	ह?& 	T� �%^�&� ह' D� $�� ��� ��"� ���ह�� �' ���� �� �"%��" 
�"� ��ह&� ह4� � #�� �ह���� "हG P�, �ह���� �� � h�� "हG � � � �, &� #�� ����%��� 
���O �,$� ��= � 90-95 ������ �"&� �  �ह&, �  ��� �4�� ��= �- ��घA5 )� �"� �T�,&� ह� %ह 
)� �-�� D� ���� � ��	4� �-�� � %ह �ह���� � �� D� ���", � �"� ^�� � 
���& �4*  .��" ��� 2@ %��� 

SHRI P.G. NARAYNAN (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the common man 

has been put to untold sufferings because of rise in prices of essential commodities. Sir, 

diesel price has gone up, LPG price has already skyrocketed, prices of vegetables, oil 

and all other essential commodities have reached a new height and the common man 

is in a pathetic situation. Our hon. Prime Minister and the Deputy Chairman of the 

Planning Commission are economists. I am not one; but, I know the feelings of millions of 

common man, living, especially, in the country side. 

Sir, the prices of crude in the international market have been surging ever since the 

Manmohan Singh Government came to power, nearly two years ago. It has touched US$ 72 

per barrel last week and the Iranian Oil Minister, who was here, has predicted that the oil price 

would touch US$ 100 per barrel in the coming months. So, the Government is faced with 

an uphill task to manage the oil economics of the country. Already, the Manmohan Singh 

Government has increased the prices of petrol and diesel five times. There is a threat 

that prices would go up further in another two or three days. Any rise in diesel prices would 

have a cascading effect and would increase the prices of all essential commodities. Due to 

defective policy of the Central Government, the prices of essential commodities are 

already skyrocketing. Sir, wheat and rice prices have gone up. Dal has become dearer. 

Edible oil prices are skyrocketing, but the Government's inflation figures have failed to 

reflect this increase. The hon. Finance Minister, Shri P. Chidambaram, had announced, 

amidst thumping desks during his Budget Speech, that he has reduced the duty on 

readymade idli mix. But, since then, idli has become beyond the reach of the common man. 

This is the position. Sir, Gingelly oil, edible oil, used by people in Southern India, is 

selling at Rs. 110 per kg. The hon. Minister might even suggest that you cut on the 

consumption of oil to reduce the belly. But, oil is taken by toiling workers who have no belly 

to boast about. 
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In effect, the Government has totally failed to bring down the prices of 

essential commodities. When wheat prices went up, panic buttons were 

pressed in Krishi Bhawan and the Government, immediately, ordered import of 

wheat. Wheat was imported from Australia. When the prices of urad dal go up, 

the Government does not care. This, again, shows the discrimination that the 

Government is showing in dealing with the people from different regions of the 

country. I also charge this Government with doctoring the inflation figures and I 

demand a House Committee be instituted for studying the mechanism by 

which inflation figures are computed. I suspect a deliberate ploy by the 

Government of the day to scale-down inflation artificially so that employees 

need not be paid the additional Dearness Allownace. This amounts to cheating 

of people. I also demand that the Centre should take immediate steps to bring 

down the prices of urad dal and Gingelly oil widely used in the preparation of 

idli. I don't know whether the hon. Finance Minister eats idlis or not. But, it 

appears, that he has not felt the pinch so far. 

Then, Sir, Indian labour is one of the low paid labours in the world. In fact, all 

the developing countries are queuing up to India to take advantage of the very 

cheap labour. Economists like the hon. Prime Minister should seriously ponder 

how the labourers, with low wages, can manage their household economy 

when prices are shooting up. 

Our Finance Minister is keen on containing the fiscal deficit, but he is not 

concerned about the millions of our countrymen who are finding it very difficult 

to manage their lives. Sir, in our country, we are facing a paradoxical situation. 

Our labour is low paid. He has no social security or medical facility worth the 

name. But the Government says that we will impose international prices. Sir, if 

the common man puts money in the bank, he is given only three per cent 

interest at international standards. But the banks charge a higher rate even for 

educational loans. 

Sir, the Government should pay, at least, 9.5 per cent interest rate to 

Employees Fund subscribers. 

Low interest rates offered by banks for deposits cannot be sustained under 

the current rate of inflation. I appeal to the Finance Minister to raise the rate of 

bank deposit in tune with the inflation. Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI MANOHAR JOSHI (Maharashtra): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, looking 

to the constraint of time, I would be very brief on an important 
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issue like this. The increase in prices of essential commodities is a problem of 

the majority of people in our country. Sir, I understand that the foremost duty of 

any Government is to provide to the people, under their control, food, shelter, 

clothing, health and education. After looking at the two years' performance of 

the UPA Government, I have serious doubt whether the Government is 

serious in performing their duty in case of providing food, shelter, clothing, 

health and education. Sir, as rightly said by the earlier speakers, out of these 

necessities of the citizens of our country, the most important thing is to provide 

essential commodities. We all have to be very serious on this issue, and we 

expect that the present Government would also take this issue seriously and try to 

check the prices, to control the prices not of all the things, but, at least, of essential 

commodities. Therefore, I would like to speak only on three points; whether the 

Government accepts or does not accept, the fact is that the prices of essential 

commodities are increasing. If they accept that the prices have increased or are 

increasing, the second question would be: What are the reasons for increase in 

these prices? And the third and the important aspect is whether the 

Government has the remedies to stop the inflation? If the Government does not 

have remedies, then, it is for the entire House to suggest to the Government what 

remedies can be there for stopping this. On the first question, whether the 

prices are increasing or not, I need not speak more because many hon. 

Members have already given suggestions in their speeches. They have also given 

the rates of different commodities showing that the prices are increasing. 

Sir, I am not going to report about the prices of other articles and 

materials but only the prices of essential commodities. Therefore, it is 

absolutely necessary that we must decide in the House what are those articles 

which can be called essential commodities. According to me, the only 

commodities which are under discussion, and which are necessary for the 

common man, are rice, wheat, sugar, edible oil and tuvar dal. Some more 

articles can be added to this. Therefore, when I speak on this issue I have 

only to say whether the prices of these things have increased or not. 

Therefore, I would like to say here that in the last two years the prices of all 

these articles have gone up, without exception. Sir, I have a remedy, and, I, 

therefore, come to it for controlling the price increase in essential commodities. 

But, I would say about it at the end of my speech. The sugar price has gone up 

from Rs. 20 to Rs. 22. Onion price, again, has gone up from Rs. 20 to Rs. 22. 

The coconut which is 
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used for these essential commodities, its price now is from Rs. 10 to Rs. 15. The gas 

price has increased to—Sir, I am telling you the highest price— Rs. 350, in some cases. The 

pulses, which are also used several times, their prices are now Rs. 40 per kilo. And, the 

most ordinary thing which a small man eats, i.e. bread, it costs Re. 1. Is it not an increase 

in prices? Therefore, my first point is, Sir, that it is beyong doubt that in the last one or two 

years the prices have increased. What was the assurance given by the Congress Party to the 

people of our country? Sir, I positively remember that in a manifesto of the Congress 

Party—this is in Hindi Ghoshna Patra—the Congress led Government and the Party 

had assured the people, not only once but from time to time, that "we will look to the people 

and control the prices and in all respects we will only work for the common man". Can the 

hon. Minister say in his speech, or,—I know he does not belong to the Congress 

Party, still he is in the Government of a Congress Party—whether he can assure the 

House that this manifesto will be looked into and it will be fulfilled? Sir, according to me—I 

am not an economist, but I have heard a number of times and seen in the newspapers—

the first and the foremost reason for increase in the prices is the inequality in the country. It 

is not that price controlling is impossible. A number of times the Economists have been 

saying that it is beyond the control of anybody to control the prices. Sir, it is not true. I am 

saying this with full responsibility that the prices of all these commodities can be 

controlled, provided the Government has a desire to do it. I remember, I did it in 

Maharashtra as a Chief Minister. For four years there was no price increase at all in the 

essential commodities. I put up a notice outside the Mantralaya and it was written quite 

clearly that prices of these five essential commodities will not increase. We assured 

the people about this. And in the next five years there was no increase even by one 

paisa. Though I am not an economist—I would not like to go into the figures—I did a very 

simple thing. I knew that 90 per cent of the people were going to be affected if the prices 

increased. What I did was, I said that whatever prices were there as on 1st June, 1995, 

the same prices would prevail in the year, 2000. 

That is what happened. I am not saying this from any book. But this could be done. It 

was done because whenever the price increased of any of these five articles, the entire 

amount was subsidised by the Government of Maharashtra. Is this Government ready to 

declare it today in the House that they will also subsidise in the interest of the poor man, 
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in the interest of farmers, in the interest of workers and in the interest of common man? Is 

the Government ready to do this? Enough words have been spoken and enough 

information has been given. But if there is no decision, what is the use of all this? I am 

sure that the Minister may not be able to say this. But he can assure the House that, at 

least, in the case of increase in the prices of three essential commodities, that is, rice, 

wheat and oil, the Government will take the responsibility of subsidising them. I am 

sure the Government can do it. Therefore, I have got the figure as to what was the 

amount spent by one State. The Government of Maharashtra had to spent only Rs. 85 

crores at the end of the year. Only by spending Rs. 85 crores for one State, the essential 

commodities ...{Interruptions)... 

PROF. P.J. KURIAN (Kerala): Is this figure for one year or four years? 

SHRI MANOHAR JOSHI; This was for one year. It was the budget for every year in 

1995. Is the Government prepared to do this experiment for one year in the interest of our 

country? What is happening today is very unfortunate. But I have to mention it that not 

only in the State of Maharashtra, but also in the State of Andhra Pradesh farmers are dying, 

leave aside getting essential commodities to eat. The farmers are committing 

suicides and this number has gone up to 2500 today. Have Government no pinch of it? 

Does it not pain the Government? Does the Government not feel guilty when the people 

die because they do not have anything to eat? Who is responsible for all this? Sir, 

sometimes I feel that we discuss a lot of things but nothing happens and this thinking is 

absolutely bad for a democracy because there is no desire. Sir, these things are really not 

impossible. We can do it provided the Government want that the rates of essential 

commodities are to be controlled. Shri Yashwant Sinhaji, the hon. Member, said that 

after the Session is over the Government is considering to increase the prices of petrol 

and diesel. This type of playing with the sentiments of people is still worse. Why does the 

Government not declare today? They know the result of increase in prices of petrol and 

diesel. Can the hon. Minister declare in this House today that under no circumstances, 

after the Session is over, there will not be any increase in the prices of diesel and petrol? If 

you are forced to do that because of the ups and downs in the world market, then, let 

him say that we will subsidise it for common men, or, at least, for people living below the poverty 

line. Is the Government ready to do that? If the 
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discussion without any results takes place in the House, what is the use of debating it 

here? Sir, I specially waited because I know the plight of the people and I know how 

important these issues are. Another reason, that I tried to find out for this, is inequality 

Do you know in the last Diwali what was the purchase of gold in Mumbai city? Two 

tonnes of gold was purchased by the people. Do you think it is ail white money? It is all 

black money. The money goes there. The money for the poor people does not come, 

and is the Government not responsible to bring out this money? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): Joshiji, please 

conclude. 

SHRI MANOHAR JOSHI: I will take just two minutes, Sir, because I know that if I 

waste the time of the House, it is like wasting poor people's money and I would not like 

to do it. Sir, I am really so much concerned with this issue that I do not want a routine 

reply from the Government that nothing can be done, or, it depends on others and all those 

things because those things will not be of any use to us. Finally, according to me, it is 

also necessary that the consumers of our country must awake. It is not the duty of the 

representatives of people only. It appears that the consumer organisations have stopped 

working in this country. 

They know that even working for these consumers is not enough. Finally, I 

would only warn the Government, don't think that you have appropriately satisfied the 

people. I am sure that apart from every issue, the issue of food, the issue of stomach 

is more important than any other issue, and, if the Government keeps silence on this 

issue, the people will awake and the things would become difficult. Sir, I am afraid, that a 

Party like Shiv Sena, sometimes, have to take law in their hands because they cannot 

see the people dying. Therefore, the last word to the hon. Minister and to the 

Government is, awake and look to the problems seriously, otherwise one day, 

people will take law in their hands and resolve the issue. Thank you very much, 

Sir. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDARIAH (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, I thank you for giving me an 

opportunity to participate in the debate on steep rise in the prices of essential commodities 

in the country. Sir, a number of speakers have spoken on this subject and it has become 

a ritual also that almost every year, we discuss the subject of inflation in the country. As 

Manohar Joshiji has been commenting, no committed reply will be coming from 
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the Government. Sir, Government is saying that inflation is under control. Sir, I 

heard the Finance Minister saying that if the inflation rate is somewhere 

around 5 per cent, it is tolerable. Whether it is 5 per cent or 6 per cent, I don't 

believe in these figures and also the way the inflation rate is being calculated in 

this country. The Wholesale Price Index nowhere reflects the real inflation in this 

country because it will never take into consideration the value of the services. 

So, I still feel that it is an illusion on the part of the Government to say that inflation 

is under control. I need not mention about the prices as most of the speakers 

have mentioned. Sir, a survey has been conducted, which Mr. Madhu has 

mentioned, by an important daily in Andhra Pradesh and they have quoted the 

prices. 

Sir, within a span of two years, there has been sixty to two hundred per 

cent increase in the prices of the essential commodities including banana. 

And, if still the Government claims that the inflation is under control, we cannot 

help it. it is honestly because of the lopsided policies of the Government and 

their misplaced priorities. Sir, this has got a wider impact apart from the fact that 

a major percentage of people are being put to lot of difficulties and their 

backbones are being broken. 

Sir, I heard the hon. Prime Minister saying that investment savings have to 

be increased and savings have to be invested so that we should achieve ten per 

cent growth rate. It is well and good. But when the meagre income of the common 

man is being taken away by this increase in prices, how do you expect the 

common man to save? When a common man cannot save, how do you 

expect the investments to come up in the economy? 

Sir, I read a report of Mr. Ahluwalia, Deputy Chairman, Planning 

Commission wherein he said that there is a strong complementarity of the 

private and public investments. Unless people can save the money, there will not 

be any private investment. From this angle also, inflation has got a very, very 

damaging effect on the economy. It not only affects the common man but it 

damages the nation also. 

And, unfortunately, the lopsided policies of the Government made the 

prices of luxury goods going down but made the prices of the essential commodities 

going up. So, what I am trying to say is that the concern of the Government 

towards the common man has been totally eroded. We are very jubilant that we 

have achieved eight per cent growth rate and, 
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just one hour back, our Finance Minister said that strong fundamentals are there in the 

economy. Sir, eight per cent growth rate is there. But to what extent it has benefited the 

common man in this country who are contributing to this eight per cent growth rate, who 

are contributing to this overall GDP. 

Why have these benefits not percolated to the common man? The Government 

should have an introspection. We have been feeling very happy that we have got 160 

billions foreign exchange reserves. But, how have we got these reserves? Is it because of 

surplus in the current account? Is it because of the surplus in our exports and imports? No. 

We are still in deficit. It is because of remittances from FDIs, from Flls, which has got an 

effect. Day before yesterday we have seen that, when they withdrew and the Sensex 

gone down by 800 points because it happens to be hot money. By taking this hot money 

into consideration, we cannot plan properly for our growth. So, these are all deficiencies. 

Still, we feel that (Time-bell). 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): Your allotted time is only three 

minutes. But, you have already spoken for five minutes. 

SHRI YASHWANT SINHA: Sir, three minutes is too sort a time. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): He has already spoken for five 

minutes. Therefore, I rang the bell. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH: Sir, I may be given some more time. There is a large-

scale rural urban divide. Economic inequalities are growing in spite of its being 

enshrined in the Directive Principles of the Constitution. We have taken an oath that we 

will erase the economic inequalities. Still we claim that economy has got strong 

fundamentals. So, achieving 8 per cent or 10 per cent growth rate alone is not sufficient. The 

dividend has to be percolated to the common man. It should reflect in their standard of 

living. That is not the case honestly. I feel whether inflation is there or not by assessing 

the living standards of the common man. That is my yardstick as a common man. Sir, for 

the first time, after a long time, there is a threat to our food security. We should feel ashamed 

that in spite of the Green Revolution, we are going in for import of wheat. Still we claim that 

our economy has got very strong fundamentals. Our policies are so lopsided. I don't 

attribute any motives; it is there for others 
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to do it. You are unable to pay the price at which you are importing to our own farmers in the 

country. What type of policy is it? Farmers are growing wheat. You are unable to pay the 

same price which you are paying to
;
the foreign sellers. What type of policy is it? What for? Who 

has to b,e benefited from it? Even a man with common prudence can question it. You need 

not be an economist or an expert, a man with common prudence can question why you 

are purchasing the commodity at a higher price when that is available at a lower price in our 

own country. Sir, these are all the questions which have to be replied. As on 1st April, we 

have got 20 lakh metric tons of wheat and the proposed procurement for this season is 

around 95 lakh tones. So, put together, it becomes 115 lakh tones. And, every month, our 

off take is 15 lakh tones. So, put together is 45 lakh tones. It will be 70 lakh tones after 

the 1 st June, But, still there is a gap of 101 lakh tones of wheat. About 101 lakh tones of 

wheat is the gap if you want to have the buffer stock. Why was this happen? Why was this 

allowed to happen? Who is responsible for this? And still, we claim that our economy 

has got strong fundamentals. Sir, Joshiji has been demanding that let the Government make 

a commitment to the nation that after this Session is over, they will not increase the oil 

prices. We do admit that global fluctuation is there. It has gone beyond 70 dollars per 

barrel. But what happened to the money you have collected towards development in oil 

fields. I was told that it is more than Rs. 60,000 crores. Where is that money? Why don't 

you appropriate it towards the under recovery of the oil companies? 

Why do you want to charge the common man, who is already burdened, with 

your overcharging of service tax, your high dose of taxation, and your high dose of 

inflation at this crucial juncture? Corruption and inflation are very detrimental to the economy of 

any country, whether it is a developing country or a developed country. These two things 

are there which are affecting our economy. Still we claim that our economy has got strong 

fundamentals. Sir, this inflation, I will tell you. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI KALRAJ MISHRA): Ramachandraiahji, 

please, conclude. 

SHRI C. RAMACHANDRAIAH: Sir, I am concluding. Today, this Government has 

become so weak that it cannot control cement prices. Why is cement being sold at the rate 

of Rs. 200? Sir, the increase in the 
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input cost is very less as compared to the increase in the prices. What is the rationale behind 

this increase? How is the Minister convinced by the arguments extended by the cement 

manufacturers? Every state has got a programme for constructing lakhs of houses, and 

we are going for infrastructure development, and steel consumption also, on a large scale. 

After agriculture and textiles, construction activity is one of the highly potential areas 

where we can provide employment. That also gets affected by the price rise. Sir, this has a 

cascading effect. The Government has become so weak that it cannot demolish this 

cartelization is cement field. Still we claim that we are very strong. This is totally fallacious. 

I do not know where is the strength of the Government. Sir, due to constraint of time, I am 

unable to express my views fully But I warn the Government, I am not advising. Joshiji has 

well said, unless you control it, don't assume that with this 8 per cent growth rate everybody 

is happy. No. Not even one per cent is happy in the country. Economic inequality is 

growing. Farmers are committing suicide. Textile workers are committing suicide. It is not a 

fashion to commit suicide. It is out of compulsion, desperation and distress that they are 

committing suicide. For that you have to make a prudent policy, control the prices, make all 

the essential commodities at the disposal of the common man at affordable prices, and 

strengthen the Public Distribution System. Strengthen the Food Corporation of India and 

have a rational policy; otherwise this situation will go out of control. Thank you, Sir. 
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�ह���� �  ��� ��� ह� �ह� ह'� �ह�� ,  ह �?f� ��= �  !� !��� , ��, !� "���� �� �?X� ह' 
����� ह� %�5 �  ��� .)��%& ह'� $� !���" E4 &� �ह���� � �	�� #�2 .)�%  � ��� #�� 
��� �� ह' &� %ह �W � %�O  D� ��� ��  ���	� � ���� �� "��� ��%" �	&�"� %��� ���� 
�T&� ह', �^� ��ह� %ह %�&")��� �5���� ह�  � �-=" .�d& ��� ह,, घ���4 "��-��� ह,  � �^� 
���" ���4� ह,, !��%��� ह,  � �?x��-���T� �- �ह"� %��� ��� ह,� $�� +&� �� ��%"- ��" 
�"� %��� ��&"� )� ��� ह', %� $� �ह���� � �4 �&� � �=�� ह� �ह� ह' ���� ��2�-��2� 
��_������ � @o �- 	
�� %&5��" ���� � �"-�%��2� "��& �� D� 
̂ ��� ह
� ���)�W B �ह�� , 
�ह���� � �?f� !� �"&� �  ��� �� �?X� �?f� ह
� 
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��� �� ��� )� &���  � ���"��& "हG ह�"� ���ह�� ���" �	 �<� �- 	
�� ���, $� !�� 
���� �ह���� � #�"� 	�&?�  &� �  ��W � �� �?���"� � . �� �&� ह' D� "�-"� 	ह�"� �4 ��&� 
ह', $��� )� g ��� �	 #�"� ��& 
̂ ��� �, "��& , � �?2��"� �  	��  �4��, �� !��� �K&� 
ह?� $� �4� ��+ � �� !� �"&� � W �" 	���"� � ��== �&� ह' &� �?�� ��&� ह' � %� ��= �  
���"� �F�@" $&"� ��)�� D� 	T� ��+ � �  .�& I��&& "हG ह'� 

 
 � �<� �- �ह4�� ��, #	 $"� !� !��� � ���=��" , �� �� ����� "हG ह'� 

���)�W B ��, ��N�� � ह�:, !� !��� �  ��:, �� �)� �  �?"�% �-  ह ��N�� � "��� 
:�� !� $� ���� �  �� ��� �4�� ह?� ह' D� �� ��� �- %हG !��� $� �� 	�ह�� ह� � � ह' 
� �� %[ � ���� )� ��� "��	 "हG ह� �� �ह� ह'� $"�  =��" �- �ह���� �?��� �  �?�ह � &�ह 
	K&� �� �ह� ह',  ह ह�%& )� #.����� ह� �� ह'� !� !��� � �� ������ � �P�&� ह', 
m�� �� ��� "हG ��"� ��&- $" �� ���, �- �?�?"� "हG ह?� �ह�� , �ह���� 	K"� � 
����@  .�� � ह', ���" $" �� ���, �- ��� &��� �� �ह���� 	K� ह' �?�� ��&� ह' � !���� �  
	�� �� !� & $&"� &��� �� )� �ह���� "हG 	K�� � @o ���� $� �ह���� ��  �" �JH ��"� 
D� ��&, �- &��� � �� ��"� �  ��� �4�� &�ह �� #�^�� �ह� ह-� !� !��� ���� %� �� 
�")�"� � �� ��N�� "� � � :�, %ह ��"� �- $"�  ह�: � ���� ��ह� ��&� ह', $"�  ह�: 
� ���� X� ��� ह'� �ह�� , �	 !� !��� � ��: �")�"� �  "�� �� ��N�� "� ��%5���" 
�%&�H .H��� �  #�&�&5 ���	, � ���"� %��� � &� ��=" � ��&- �?�?"� � D� �4��� �� 
���	 ���, � ��=" ��%5��" �%&�H .H��� �  ��W � �� ���&� :�, ��� ��J� )� � � 
ह
� �"X�� ���� �  ��  �� �� P�� ��� ��ह4� D� &�" P�� ��� ��%� ���&� :�, ��� 
��&, �- $@ह�"� 	K�&�� � ह'� $��  ��: ह� ��: 
 ����", "� D� ��� )�"� � #@  %+&?k� 
� ��&� )� $@ह�"� �?�?"� � �� ह'� ��)%&: !���� �  	�� ��  ह �ह�� 	�� ह?! ह' � �� 
���� �  !���� ��U[ �  ���	 #�&���	 1 U[ ह', �"�  ��� m�� ? ����घ�& $� ���� "� 
� � ह' D�  4��� ���� � $� 	�& � �� #^��� )� "हG ह'�  ह ��N�� �  !� !��� � 
��: ��"� �  %� �� � �� ह'� !� ���-� �, $+��& �, ��, � D� ���� �, �)� ���, � 
��&- !���" E4  �ह� ह'� +% � %��Hg  ��J� "� �?� $� 	�& � +%��� � � :� � $" �	 ���, 
� ��&- !���" E4  �ह� ह'� +% � %��H�  ��J� "� �?� $� 	�& � +%��� � � :� � $" �	 
���, � ��&- 	�&ह�=� 	K� ह'� !�T� � 	������ � ���� �?o�+^��& �" �JH �"� �  
��� �� 	�& � �ह� ह', ��#�� !� !��� � !=�, !��B��� ��� �P�&, &��^, �� 
���� � �� "�&�, �� ��/&� "हG ह'� �4�� ���� � �� 5̂  �
X� � ��&�� ह'� ....(��  � 
घ���) ... �
X� � � -� �� ह� �ह� ह',���" !� !��� #�"� �b& � ��� ���"� �� ��	4� 
ह', ���	� �� &�� !� ���, �  �?��?=� �"� � घ�"��� 	K �ह� ह'� 
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�	 	�&- $"� � �H ह� �?� ह' � �4�� %�5  �"� ���" %�5, �W � %�5, ���	 %�5 �	 $��  
�=�� ह� �ह� ह' D� ���� �
" � "G� �� �ह� ह'� #	 & ह�"� %���� D�  4��� ���� �  
���	 ��N�� �  	�� �- "4��? U/& ����, ���" #	 ह���� ���"� ��N�� � #W B� D�  4��� 
���� �  	�� "4��? /&� � "���� ���"� � ����� ���	, �  "�� �� �'X� "� घ�X ��� !�4� 
	ह�&� ह?�, � &�^ &� #�"� ह� �� �  .2�"��J� � ���� ���� ...(�����)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: (Karnataka): Sir, she referred to the 

Congress President ...(Interruptions)... 
 
���	� ��� ,�ह (�W  .��=) :�' �
X� ह �ह� ह4� �ह�� � �' "�� "हG �� � ह'� 

...(�����)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: It is not the question of not mentioning 

her name. She cannot be here ...(Interruptions)... 

���	� ��� ,�ह : ���)�W B �� ...(�����)... 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY: She cannot come here to defend herself 

...(Interruptions)... It is not the question of not taking her name. She is referring 

to the Congress President whom everybody knows. She cannot come here to 

defend herself. 

SHRIMATI SUSHMA SWARAJ: The word 'madam' is not 

unparliamentary.... (Interruptions)... 
 

<����RS (�� ���� ���) : #�� �� !�U<�" ��� ह��� &� ��� ��� �-�� 
...(�����)... !� ���d& ����� ...(�����)... 
 

���	� ��� ��ह� : ���)�W B �ह�� ,�ह���� � �?f� ��ह��k� �� )� �?X� ह?! ह', 
��ह��k� � ��T� $��� �?T� ह?� ह'� #)� & ��&"� )� �_��"�  ��+  $� �%A  �� 	��� ह-, 
�)� �?PA 	��� ह' D� �?�� �� � �� $&"� &� �ह �� ���ह� � �	 �' � ��ह�� ��+ � ह�"� � 
"�&� 	��"� �  ��� �T� ह?� ह? �, &� !� �?�� ��  �- " 	��2�� 
 

<����RS (�� ���� ���) : !�� �4�� ��  ���� ह', #	 !� ���d& ����� 

���	� ��� ,�ह : ���)�W B �ह�� , NDA ���� � !Z: "��& �� �� %[ ��&?��& 
:�, ���" UPA ���� "� #�"� �� !Z: "��& �� &  � ह', �� 	�� �@ह�"� ��= �� ह',  ह 
�"� ह� �?l���H�� ह' � �ह���� �� �"&� ���=�" ह
� �ह�� , NDA ���� �   
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� 5�� �- )� ��h�� D� X��� � ��&- 	K� ह',���" �" ��&, � 	��, �"� .)�% !� 
�"&� �� D� !� ���, � ��&, �� "हG �T"� �� � � �� �' ���&� ह4� � $" ��", $� ��= 
� �"&� � %ह !F��_��", %ह !F��%/%�� �� NDA ���� �  ��  �- 	"� :�, � ��� 	� 
�� ह� #�"� ��= � %A5 2020 �- �%���& ��= 	"�"� � 	�& ह �ह� :�, %ह !F��%/%�� ���� 
ह?! ह'� 
 

���)�W B �ह�� , �<� �B �- 	
��  ह?� ��""�  ��+ , � घ���4 #:51 %+:� �� $� 
�ह���� � 3 � #�� ह?! ह',  ह &� �' ? E "हG ह �&� ह4�, ���" $&"� �P� ह' � $� 
�ह���� �  ��H !� �"&� �  घ�, �- �Mह-3��= �P� =?P ह� � � ह'� �M�ह�H , �  घ� � 	�� 
�	�T � � ह',ह� ��-�� ��� �- �b&� �--	��, �  �42 �- �b&� ��, �Ue� , �- �b&� 
�-, &�� �- �b&� �-, =3� �- �b&� �-, #"�� �- �b&� �-, �T� �- �b&� �-, 
�%�� , �- �b&� �-, ह� %+&? ���	 � �ह4�� �� 	�ह� ह'� �' $�� � ���ह�H !��  ���"� 
��"� ��ह4��� � �42 � )�% ��E�� ��� 16 P�� .�& ���� :�, �� #	 	K� �,X ��* �, 19 
P�� .�& ���� ह� � � ह'� #�E� �42  �"� ?̂ � ��� ��*, 22 P�� .�& ���� ह'� 	���� �- 
I�:��� �42 $&"� ! � � ह' � ��� )���� ह' D� ���	 ��� �� I�:��� �42 � ��-��� 
	���� �T �ह� ह', ���"  ह ���� �?� ह'� $�� &�ह ���- ह',�4�� � ���, 55 �� 60 P�� .�& 
��� ह� �ह� ह'� $���� �' ��J� �� ��  ह ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � 	K&� ह?� �ह���� �� %� �" �JH �-� 
 

<����WS (�� ����0 ���) : #	 !� ���d& �-� 
 

���	� ��� ��ह : ���)�W B �ह�� , �' �� ��"� �- #�"� 	�& ���d& � �ह� ह4�� 
 

�� ���� +X	� (�<� .��=) : �	 ���� � 	�& ह� �� ह', �ह�� �� ��� !��� & �	 
��� � ह� 	�& 	�� �ह� ह
� #	 ���"+�� ��ह	 � �%�	 �%� ������ 

 
���	� ��� ,�ह : ���)�W B �ह�� , �' ���� ��  ह ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � U+:�& 	ह?& 

��)�� ह', $���� %ह ��&, �  ���] �� #��%2�" " �ह�� !� 	���� �� ���&�� "�� ��"� � 
�P�& ह'� ��"-��" � ���- �	� %���	 ���, �� ����,  ह ���"� � �P�& ह', $�� .	�2" 
	ह?& �P�� ह'� NDA �  � 5�� �- #�� �� "� 8 ^���� ��lh�  !��"� � �¢  ��� :�, 
���� ��N�� � #W B �� "� �?�������� �  ह��" ��"� ह� :�, ���" �" ह��" ��", � 
#�� �� "� ���� "� #�"� ��  �- �� ��  ���� �, ���" UPA ���� � #:51 %+:� 
�*�� ��=� �- 	ह �ह� ह' ...(�����)... 
 

<����RS (�� ����0 ���) :  ह �	 ह� �� �?� ह'� ��  �	*? � "हG ह', !� 	
���� 
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���	� ��� ,�ह : ���)�W B �ह�� , �' � ��"� �- ���d& � �ह� ह4��  4��� #:51 %+:� 

�*�� ��=� �- 	ह �ह� ह', ���	����� 	K� ह', $���� �'  ह ह"� ��ह&� ह4� � �� ��&- 	K� ह', 
�" ��&, �� ���� "�� ���, �"� �" ��J& ��, "हG &�  ह �� ��N�� � ह�: !� �"&� 
�  ��: :�, %ह !� �"&� �  ��: "हG �ह���� $&"� ह�, �' #�"� 	�& ���d& �&� ह4�� 
2@ %��� 
 

�� +��� �� (�U/��� 	����) : ���)�W B �ह�� ,  ह�� �ह���� � 	�& ह� �ह� ह' D� 
�ह���� 	K&� �� �ह� ह'� ��  � ��	��� ह',  ह � ह' D� ���Bd& ��  �- 	��"� �?U/� 	�& ह'� 
�� �� ���� #	 & !� ह', ह�-=� �ह���� ? E " ? E 	K� ह'� m�� "हG � NDA �  ���"� �� 
	ह?& �+&� :� D� $"�  ���"� �- 	ह?& �ह���� ह� �� ह', ���" UPA ���� � #	 2 ��� �4�� 
ह� � � ह' D� �� ��" 	���� �  �� )�% ह
, %A5 2004 �- �	 $@ह�"� �<� ��)��� :�, ��� &?�"� �- 
!� 	ह?& ^5  ह� � � ह'�  ह $&"� 	K � � ह' � ���� �- �� !�T� ��� ��� ��&� ह
, $" �� ��J� 
�� )� W �" "हG �� � ह' k� �"�  ��J��  "� )� W �" "हG �� � ह'� ��2� 	�& ह' � �ह���� 	K� 
&� )� ���� )� ��-��� =e� )� ���  	��� �- ��5 "हG �&� ह' D� $� ��J��  �  �� ��J� ह', 
%� �4��� �� �� 1 +& �ह&� ह'� 
 

!� �)� � ���4� ह' � �"� �� E3� ���"� � ह
 D� E3�  �  ��:-��: ह���� ��= 
� �ह���� )� E3� ��� ��&� ह'� ���	 D� !� �"&� � �� 	�& ह�&� ह', 	���� �- ह� ��&� ह' 
� #3� ह� ��&� ह', �&�	 � %ह ��"� �  ��� &
 �� ह� ��&� ह'� $��- ���� �, �ह�� �� 
� h�� � 	�& :�, %ह !� )� "हG � ���, )�%l  �- )� "हG � �����, m�� ह� �_��� ह�&� ह'� 
m�� U+:�& �- ह� 	��-	��  ह�� �� ��" �  #��� ��&"� )� ��� �-, ���� ��� &�ह �� #�� 
��] � � � h�� �- "हG �� �����, &� ह� ? E )� ह-, �ह���� m�� ह� 	K&� ����� D� ���� 
!� �"&� D� ���	 � "�� ��� ���b"� ������� 
 

(�� <������	 ��T���� ह"?) 

$�� �  ��:-��: हG �� ���� �  ह ���ह )� �� ��� � ��h��-X��� � �ह�� 
& 	�& ह',  ह 	�& "हG � $"�  ���"� �- "हG 	K�,  ह 	K&� �����, 3 ,�  ह ह���� ��= � 
"हG ह',  ह 	�ह� � ह'� �	 #�&��lh�  	���� �- �� 	K ��&� ह', &� ह����  ह�� $�� .)�% �T&� 
ह'� �	 ह���� �%< ��J� �� �%�� �4E� ��&� ह' � �	 ह���� ��= �- &�� "हG ह�&� ह' D� &�� � 
�� � ��&� ह', &� $��  ��� !� ���- �� +�� ª4�� ह', �3��$� ª4�� ह', !� ��� E�T 
�����, &�  ह �+&� ह� ������ $�� E�T"� �- $@ह� ��3& �
�� ह�&� ह'� 
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	��-	�� �%�� ��� !��, ���" %ह �"� ��J��  ह', ���- %� �
�� �� �ह� ह',  ह ���- �	�� 
	T� �� ह'� #�� %हG �� !� ���-�� � ह���� ��= �- �� 	�K � �� 	�� � ��ह4� � �F���" ह�&� 
ह', ���  ��� ���", � 700 P� � ��� ���&� ह' D� �4��� ��ह �� ह� �� �	�� �T� ह?! 
��ह4� �� �ह� ह',  &� ��� ��& 925 P� � ह
, ����- ��T� (��""�  ��+  M � � �?2�� �-) )� 
ह�� ! �ह� ह'� ह�"� $��  �ह��  ���� 480 �  "�� �� ��ह4� �� � :�, ��� ह��& 3 � ह?�, �	� 
���4� ह'� ह���� ��= �  ���", � �
�� ��"� �- $� ��= � ���� � E�&� �- :�T� ��5 ह�&� ह'� 
m�� ���U+:�& �- �	 �)@" ��H, �� ���", � !F�हF � 	K ��&� ह', &� ह� �� �� W �" "हG 
��&� ह'� ह� � %�  ह ����&� ह' � �"X�� �  ���"� �- 3 � ह?! D� ह���� ���"� �- 3 � ह� �ह� ह'� 
 ह &?�"� �"� � ��E�� ����, ��ह� �� )� ���� ह�  � 	�� �- #�� �"X�� ���� ! 
�����, &� 	��-�� �  4��� �  ह :�, $���� ह���� ���� � ह'�  ह �� &?�"� ह', $� &?�"� �� 
��  ¼ "�ह �T&� ह'� ��2� 	�&  ह ह' � !� !��� �  "�� �� ह� ��� �&� ह', !� !��� 
� 	�& �&� ह', ���	, � 	�& �&� ह', ���	� ह��"� � 	�& �&� ह', ���" #�� ��2- ��� �� 
���� ��� &� ह� !� !��� � "�� ��� ��� !��� � ���&� ह'�  हG ��� !��� ह-, ��"� 
��� �� )� ���� ह�, ��� !Z: "��& �� � ह����  ह �� )� ���� �� ��� !��� �  
��� ह� ह����) !� �"&� � "�� ��&"� ह� �-, !� �"&� �  �?� ��5 �  ��� %� �"� ��: 
"हG ��&� ह'� �ह���� ह', ���� �  ��� !�T� ह', �' �" !�T� �- "हG �� �ह� ह4� � 	���� � �� 
3 � ह'� !�T�  � ह' � �&"� 	������� ह', !�T�  � ह' ह���� ���	� ���� �  "��� �&"� ह', !�X� 
 � ह' � ह���� ��= �- 3�3�5 �&"� ह', !�T�  � ह' � ह���� ��= �- �&"� ��3=��?��5 ह', 
�*��%��� �&"� ह'?  � !�T� ह�&� ह?� )� #�� ���  ��ह" �-  ह 	�& "हG !&� ह', #�� ह� 
� %�  ह ���&� ह' � ह���� �
�� ��O ह� $�� ������� D� �ह���� ��&"� 	K�, 	K� ह�- ���� 
�� �&�	 "हG ह', ह� #�"� �" � #"?��� ��-��, ह� हG )� #�"� !�� .���3� �-, &� 
�^� �' 	&� �ह� ह4� � ��= �- m�� ��" !��� � ���� 	""� �  ��� "हG, ���� ह��"� �  ��� 
D� #�"� ��& #�� �"� �  ��� ��= �- ��घA5 ह��� D� �� ��घA5 �- "� !���� � 	�& ह���, 
...(�����).. !���� �  ��� �T"� �T���� ��� !���� �  !� ह���� � ��, � �� !���� � 
^� �� !� �4� �-, %ह !���� !� �"&� �  ��� "हG ह'� !� �"&� � !���� !� �"&� 
� ह� ह���� �"� �T���� $���� !� &
 �� ��ह�, #�� !� $��  ��� W �" "हG �-��, &� 
!�� ��� 3 � ह���,  ह !� ह� ��"- D� �"&� ��"�� $�� �  ��:, �' !�"� )�AH ���d& 
�&� ह4�� 2@ %��� 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The Short Duration Discussion on steep rise in the prices 

of essential commodities is concluded. The reply will be tomorrow. Now, we shall take up 

the Half-an-Hour Discussions. 
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���	� �"'�� 9���0 : ��, �X	�� �F� ह� ��� $"� ��X" +��� :�� 
 

�� <������	 : �	� ह� � � ह'� "हG, $@ह�"� �ह�� +��� � � ह'� 
 

���	� �"'�� 9���0 : "हG, �@ह�"� �ह�� )�AH "हG �� � ह'� ��, �@ह�"� +��=� �-=" �� � 
:��  ह �"� �ह�� )�AH ह
� ��, �"� ��X" +��� ह'� 

 
<������	 : ���� #���  ह ह' � $��- ह� ���O � ��$� ह� � � ह' D� ��  )� ह� � � 

ह'�  Except Congress (I) party, all other parties have exhausted theirtime. 

 
���	� �"'�� 9���0 : �" � maidaen speech ह', %ह &� extra �� ! ������ 
 
�� <������	 : 3 ,� half-an-hour discussions ��+��X ह' ...(�����)... 

 
���	� �"'�� 9���0 : $&"� ��� �- &� %ह 	�� ��&�� �" � maiden speech ह'� 

 
�� <������	 : ����� maiden speech � ह� $���d� "हG � �&�� ...(�����)... 

 
�� ��0 ��<	 (�ह���lh) : ��, � ��"� 	?�%� �-� 

 
�� <������	 :please cooperate . !� �  ��X� 	�� �?�  ह'� ...(�����)... 

 
���	� �"'�� 9���0 : � �"%��" ह
, � �	 �%�	 ह��� &� �� �� �ह�� �" � �� ��"� 

	?�%� ������ 
 

�� <������	 : � � �-��� � �%�	 �  �ह�� �� ��"� �� �-��� 
 

���	�  �"'�� 9���0 : ��,  ह ��� ������ �%�	 �� �ह�� �� ��"� 	?�%� ������  

HALF-AN-HOUR DISCUSSION 

Points arising out of answer given in the Rajya Sabha on 

3rd March, 2006 to Starred Question No. 191 Regarding Extension 

of Rail Line from Dimapur/Dhansiri to Imphal 

MR. DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now we will take up the Half-an-Hour Discussion. 

Shri T R. Zeliang. 

SHRI T.R. ZELIANG (Nagaland): Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, thank you for allowing 

me to mention the grievances of the people of the North-Eastern Region and 

Nagaland, in particular. 
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